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PREFACE

A conference was held March 14-18, 1966, in New Orleans to discuss
plans for a second consideration by the School Mathematics Study Group
of the secondary school mathematics curriculum.

The participants in the conference were asked to discuss the mathe-
matics which might be included in a new program for grades seven through
twelve and to prepare recommendations for consideration by those who will
prepare detailed outlines of a new curriculum,

After preliminary discussions, th.- conference agreed on two basic
recommendations. First, the conference applauded the desire already ex-
pressed by the SMSG Advisory Board to Attempt to make clear to students
the relevance of mathematics to problemE of the real world and recommended
that this be done by frequent consideration of mathematical models of
significant and interesting problem situitions in a variety of areas.

Secondly, the conference recommended that the curriculum for grades
seven through nine contain an introduction to those mathematical concepts
which are important to the general citizen. It was intended that this
curriculum would be for all students, with tha less able moving at a
slower pace and taking longer to comilete it.

In addition to the usual topics in arithmetic, geometry, and algebra
usually studied in grades seven through nine, the conference suggested
that consideration be given to probability, logic, computing and flow
charts, and the concept of function.

The procedure followed during the conference was to meet in small
committees of three or four to study individual topics. The reports of
these committees were then discussed and revised by the entire conference.
The process was then repeated with new committees and new topics, some
of which were suggested by the discussion of previous reports.

At the conclusion of the conference, a first draft of this report
was circulated to the participants. Such corrections as were received
were uoed in preparing the final draft. In addition, Professor Buck
submitted a number of supplementary suggestions, and these are appended
to this report.
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An annotated hiblioph:T, ID: Ta _ Max JPU, of articles doallnF
with applications of mathematics and mathematical inodols is found at the
end of th.e report.

Finally, it musit 'r emphasiz c9 that th _ Q.,,_)mmpdations and sugges-
tions of this report are not to be taken as official SMSG policy. While
the SM3G Advisory Board has expressed general approval of the spirit of
this rport, the report itself is no more than is indicated in the second
aragraT'a of this preface.
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Report of the Committee on Mathematical Mc,dels

Aims

The activ: y of constructing and analyzing mathematical models of
scientific and life situations is, apart from technical questions, tho
principal link between mathematics and the rest of civilization. How
much training can be given in this activity in 7-9 (or 10-12, for that
matter) is not at all obvious at this stage, but the importance of the
1.ctivity is so clear that an attempt seems worthwhile. Specific skills
to be inculcated and specific insights to be presented are as follows:

A. Skills

1. Drawing of diagrams, tables, flow charts, etc. to describe
situations.

2. Familiarity with useful symbols and functions, such as max,
min, ( )4_ , 11, [], and most especially subscripts; some
facility in naming variables and in using symbols to desig-
nate constants not yet known explicitly.

Cultivation of expression of mathematical or near-mathematical
ideas in reasonable sentences, aloud and in writing.

Rejection of so facts of life from models as being of lesser
significance.

Apart from 2, these might be summarized as clarification, inclusion,
conversation, exclusion.

B. Insight

1. Recognition that exact answers are not always obtainable and
that experimental calculations may be useful..

Recognition of limits of applicability of models (see A-)4)
even when exact answers are obtainable.

3. Appreciation that not all useful insights are numerical.

Possibility of the same model form representing different
situations.

Whether there are appropriate opportunities for the above, and whether
they should be confined to separate sections of any new text materials or
interspersed throughoUt, or both, can only be deduced after suggestions
for class modeling activities are nominated and studied. Therefore, que -
tions about how the teacher might proceed are not yet relevant.



We agreed: th!--tt the essential thing is to gi-e tdadhgrs axampids
use nf models as an encouragement for them to make more examples of thir
own and as ar indication of our suggested. p-licy for a writing gro
Our first rough set of examples, as many and varied as we had time to
produce, appears below.

We discussed the matter of censoring our examples to rule out those
which are too specialized or too difficult or lack appeal to children.
We emerged with the feeling that such censorship would be cowardly, un-
kind, and unwise. At most, there is a suggestion that where an expert
in some field (e.g., operational analysis, physics) makes suggestions,
he should be urged to cens-Ir his own suggestions, thinking whether they
can be tailored to fit childreo in grades 7, 8, and 9. He should pro-
duce the simplest possible version as a starter for teachers, then the
medium one which is nearer to his work) and, if he likes, a still harder
one. At this point more suggestions seem better than a strictly censored
list.
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hxamples of Topics for Mathematical Models

1. "Inside inf- iation on tests (item analysis, no/ms, r- king, etc.

"Inspirational" articles on mathematical models.

Burington, R. S., "On the Nature of Applied Mathematics,
A.M.M., (April, 19)49) 56:221-242.

Dantzig G. B., "New Mathematical Method° in the Life Sciences,"
A.M.M., January, 1964), 71:4-15.

Gale, D., and Shapley, L. S., "College Admissions and the
Stability of Marriage," A.M.M. (January, 1962), 9-15.

Greenspan, H. T., "Applied Mathematics as a Science," A.N.M.
(November, 1961 68:862-880.

Hamming, R. W., "Intellectual Implications of the Computer
Revolution," A.M.M., (January, 1963), 70:4-11.

Luce, E. E., "The Mathematics Used in Mathematical Psychology,"
A M April 1 J4) 71:364-378.

Stone M., "The Revolution in Mathematics," A.M.M., (October,
1961 ), 68:715-734.

Wigner, E. P., "The Unreasonable Effectiveness of Mathematics
in the Natural Sciences)" Communications on Pure and Applied
Mathematics, February, 19_0 13:1-14.

Wilson, R. H Jr., "The importance of Mathematics in the Space
Age," M.T., (May, 196)4), 57:290-297.

Measure of all sorts; the "inaccuracy" of measuring instruments;
discussion of plain and fancy techniques, and technology to reduce
this inaccuracy; the role of improved technology and techniques in
formulating and testing hypotheses.

Beyers, M., "Are Earth-Measured Values Valid in Space?", Science
and Mathematics Weekly, (February 20, 1963), 230-231; and
Welruary 27, 1963Y, 244-245. F. Peak, M.T. October, 1963,
56:448)

Gager, W. A., "Computing with Approximate Data," School Science
and Mathematics, January, 1965), 68-83. P. Peak M.T., May,
1965, 58:438T--



Rankel, P. J. "Quantific tion in the Social Sciences,
January, 55:20-33.

rn

VariOUS sorts of "ranking" un er different assumptions. Eells, W.

"One Hundred Eminent Mathematir-lans," M.T. November, 1962

55:582-588.

-

"Indirect measure." Fischer, 1., "How Far is it from Hero to There
M.T., (February, 1965), 57:123-130.

Electoral vote. Polya, G., "The Minimum Flaction of the Popular
Vote That Can Elect the President of the U. S.," M.T., (March, 1961),

54:131-133.

7 Distribution of prime pairs. Polya, 2.1 "Heuristic Reasoning in
the Theory of Numbers-" A.M.M., May, 1959), 66: 65-384.

8. One-dimensional random walk. Foster C., and Rapoport, A., "The
Case of the Forgetful Burglar," A.M.M., (February, 1958), 65:71-76.

9 Landin, N. P., "Mechanics of Orbiting," T. May, 1959), 52:361-364.

10. Tournament problem- (bridge, tennis).

Schied, F., "A Tournament Problem," A.M.M. unuary, 1960)
67:39-41.

Johnson, S. M.,
66:3_7-389.

11. Linkages. Stakes, G. D.

Angle and Duplication of
Mathematical Society, (De
April, 1962, 55:250.

ournament Problem , " 4 M M_ (May, 1959

C.) "Linkages for the Trisection of an
the Cube," Proceedings of the Edinbur
cember, 1960), 1-4. fpp,eak

12. Material on codes. Levin, J., "Variable Matrix Substitution in
Algebraic Crypography," A.M.M., (March, 1958), 65:170-179. Also
item No. 70 in this list.

13 Clifford, E. L., "An Application ofthe Law of Sines: How Far Must
You Lead a Bird to Shoot it on the Wing." M.T., (May, 1961),
54:346-350.

14. deBethune, A. J., "Child Spacing: The Mathematical Probabilities,"
Science, (December 27, 1963), 1629-1634. P. Peak, M.T., May, 1964,
57:354-)

15. Gale, D. and Shapley
of Marriage," A.M.M.1 January, 1962)- 9-15.

L. S., "College Admissions and the Stability

16. Isaaks, R., "Optimal Horse Race Bets," A.M.M. ( ay, 1953 60:310-315.
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17. Old proble-- in astronomy, arithmetic.

Kennedy, E. S., and Hamaeanizadeh, K., "Applied Mathematics in
Eleventh C-ntury Iran: Abu Ja' Far's Determination of the
Solar Fara.leters," M.T. (May, 196)#), 58:441-446.

Kennedy E. S., and Haydur, S., "Two Medieval Methods for ter-
mining the Obliquity of the Ecliptic," M.T., (April, 1962
55:2 6 °90.

18. Klamkin, M. S., "A Mbving Boundary Filtration Problem, or the
'Cigarette Problem,'" A.M.M., December, 1957 , 64:710-715.

19. Lambek, J., "The Mathematics of Sentence St 1 ture," A.M.M. h,
1958), 65:154-170.

20. SatelliLes.

Thompson, R. A., "Using High School Algebra and Geometry in
Doppler Satellite Tracking," M.T., (April, 1965), 58:290-295.

Strettbn, W. C., "The Velocity of Escape, M.T., (October, 1963)
56:400.402.

21. Combinatorial problems. Langlois, W. E., "The Number of Possible
Auctions at Bridge," A.M.M.) (August-September, 1962 ), 69:634-635.

22. Mudzi, J. S. "Probability and the Radio Active Disintegration
Process," M.T., (December, 1961), 54:606-608.

23. Inheritance of blood type. Mulholland, H. T., and Smith, C. A. EL,
"An Inequality Arising in Genetical Theory," A.M.M (October, 1959)
56:6 3-680.

24. Mathematics of the honeycomb.

Bleicher, M. N., and Toth, L. F., "Two Dimensional Honeycombs,
A.M.M., (November, 1965), 72:969-973.

Seimens, E. F., "The Mathe atics of the Honeycomb," T.
April, 1965) 58 334-337.

Toth, L. F., "What the Bees Know and What They Do Not Know "
Bulletin of the American Mathematical Socie (July, 1964
468-'481. TP. Peak, M.T. y, 1965, 5

25. Stoneham, R. G., "A Study of 60,000 Digits of the Transendental
A.M.M. (May, 1965), 72;483-500.

26. Stober, D. W., "Projectiles," M.T. (May, 1964) 57:317..322,



Hamilton lines and shortest network problems, by H. O. Poflak in a
pamphlet published by Bell Telephone Laboratories.

28. Air defense the ry.

29. Beginning of i formation theor- and eodi

30. A napkin problem.

1. Radioactive decay.

32. Simple heat conduction by difference equations.

33. Simple genetic models. See numb above.

34. Optimum number of items in express check-out in _ -ermarke, (Dis-
cuss various criteria.)

35. Coverage of satellites by radar. See number 20 above.

36. Simple production scheduling over time.

37. Idea of PERT.

8. Assembly line balancing.

39. Elimination in baseball leagues.

40. Electoral college problem knapsack problem.

41. Traveling salesman - machine scheduling. Ore, O., 'Going Somewhere?"
M.T., (March, 1960), 53:180-182.

42. Buying for several locations from several sources.

43. Queuing problems simple arrival-service examples.

Gramann, H. A., "A Queuing Simulation," 1A.T., (February,
57:66-72.

Kendall, D. G., "Some Problems in the Theory of Queues)" Journal
of the Royal Statistical Society (1951), 13:151.

*Morse P. M., Queues, Inventories, and Maintenance, John Wiley,
1958.

also Riordan's book.

*For problems primarily.



44. Markov -kains - simple two- and three-state examples. *Howard, R. A.,
Dynamic Programming and Markov Processes, M.I.T. Press, 1960.

45. Coverage problems (two di -ional) - bombing examples,
problem.

Colomb, S. W. "Checkerboards and Polyominoes,
1954), 61:675-682.

Robbins, A.M.M. (No specific reference)

shoe-fitting

A. December,

Walkup, D. W., "Covering a Rectangle With T-Tetrominoes,
(November, 1965), 72:986-988.

46. Presenl -lue of cash flows.

47. Smoothing and forecasting with linear functions. *Brown, R. G.

SmoothInE, Forecasting, and Prediction, Prentice-Hall, 1963.

48. Probability problems. Feller, W., An Introduction to Probability.
and its Applications, Wiley, 1950.

a) Sound measurement. Kryter, K. C., "Psychological Reaction to
Aircraft Noise," Science, (March 18, 1966), 151:1346-1355.

Search theory. Koopman, B.
No. 56), N.D.R.C. Technical

Operations Research. *Morse
of Operations Research (OEG
Wiley, M.I.T. Press, 1960.

oaaty T. L., Mathematical
McGraw-Hill, 1959.

49. Flow graphs.

a) Transition

O., Search and Screening, (ORG Report
Report, Volume 2B of Div. 6.

P. M., and Kimball, G. E., Methods
Report No. 54); also printed by

ethods of 0 erations Research,

rates (or probabilities).

b) Rep entation of system of linear equations.

Notes on Operations Research, M.I.T. Press, 1959.

You have often subtracted numbers; for instance, making change at a
cash register.

51. In chemistry the weights in weights are usually I gram, 2, 2, 5,
10, 20, 20, 50 grams. In grocery stores weights often run 1 ounce,
4, 8, 16 ounces, and so on. Which scheme is better?

*For problems primarily.



You do two problems ,:=,ach leading to a lot of num

In one problem you start with numbers like 18 4, . In the other--,
19, 71 '), 43. Your teacher tells you to cancel before you give her
the answer. What can she tell more easily about your work from the
second problem?

53. You know x y x y)(x
19 x 21 quickly?

How can you use that to fncf

54. Your class, 12 members in all, divides up into some equal teams to
play a game each team to play one match against each of the others.

There might be h teams of 2 each. Or their might be ...? How
many different numbers of teams could you choose? What do you
have to do other than trying it out with coins) to answer that?

How many matches would be played for each of the team numbers?

Suppose there are only 11 in the class. Answer a) and b) again.

55. Six delivery boys deliver bread to a large block of apartments each
day. Each boy delivers loaves.

a) What do you do to the 6 and the 7 to find how many loaves are
delivered in one day?

b) Do that.

Do the same with 6 boys per day and 7 loaves per boy.
result satisfy common sense?

d) Repeat c) but multiply if you divided in c), or divide if you
multiplied in c). What can you make of the units of the answer?

56. (When e
-x

is familiar) give radioactive deca and the intermediate
model, with each child tossing a coin every --1; minute. "Tails" re-
tire from the game.

57. Discussion) Provide a dozen pictures e.g of houses and ask
each student to rank the items from best to worst. Then discuss
conflicting result,- by asking what criteria or assumptions were
used.

58. My room has a doorway just 24 inches wide. My fat, round uncle has
a circumference (by tape measure) of 72 inches. Can he get into my
room? (Alternative: Pose the problem, limiting the measuring of
uncle to a tape measure, and ask for method of solution.



Family Christmas pri ents: Each of the N members glves a 10-cent

present to every menTher including himself. Discuss total cost

vs. N.

60. Graph degrees Centigrade c_ ainst degrees Fahrenheit. Show Fahren-

heit thermometer. Give a_ a few pairs of integral readings; b) some

with decimals. Discuss drawing a line. Draw it and use it. Dis-

cuss the limitations of real thermometer.

61. (As in :'SSC.) Let "electric bell" device make marks on a paper

strip drEwn under it by

a) a student who -tarts runs stops.

b) something moving at a constant rate;

c) a falling object.

chart of
strips
pasted side
by side

Calling the time interval a "tick," cut tape into 10=tick lengths

and use them to make a chart leading to a gradph).

62. Read a camera light meter at various distances from a small lamp.

Hunt for 1/R2 law. Discuss effects of a) unwanted background illumi-

nation; b) using a long fluorescent tubular lamp.

63. Demonstrate switches that turn on this lamp only, this lamp or that,

this lamp and that.

64. Show a millimeter scale on a wooden ruler and a good photograph of

it, life-size. Then show the photo enlarged 2 times- 5, 101 and 50

times. Discuss the practical location of a poini-, 1 3 mm from the

zero mark, also points 0.3, 0.33, 0.333,

65. Look at a watch with a second hand.

a) If you had to use it to time a 100-yard race (about 15 seconds),

how accurately could you time the race?

How much does a magnifying glass help? (Try one; argue.)

How would a tape recorder with two or more speeds of tape help?

(magnifying time

Listen to the ticking of your watch held close to your ear.
How does that alter your claim?

66. Note: The physics of the following problem S. H. M. is too heavy

to be suitable. This is given only as a suggestion for a type of

extrapolation problem.



Predictions for a spring

The data below sh w the TOTAL LENGTH or a certain steel spriA.g when
carrying various loads.

b)

r)

LOAD
(in pounds)

TOTAL LENGTH
-(M inches)

0 . ... 20

2 ,3

8 32

Predict total 1en7th with load 4 pounds.

Predict total length with load 12 pounds.

On what general physical knowledge did you base your predictions -
and b) ?

Do you consider your two predictions and b) equally reliable?
Explain.

A 2-pound load is hung on the spring, pulled down below its equilib-
rium position and released to move up and down vertically. Why would
you expect its motion thereafter to be S. H. M.?

Predict the maximum amplitude (distance of load from rest position
at each end or its cycle) for which the motion in e would be per-
fect S. H. M. Give a clear reason for your prediction.

Predict the maximum amplitude for perfect S. H. M. with a total load
of 4 pounds on the spring.

A theo etical physicist notices that the same line of thought is used
in answering g) as in answering r), so he uses it to predict the
maximum amplitude for perfect S. H. M. with a total load of 6 pounds.
Experiment shows his prediction is wrong for a particular spring
with the behavior listed. Suggest an explanation.

/ /// //////1/////////

23

DATA

SILM

_lax safe

amplitude

Why wrong
L -J answer?

1 to max safe
I amp as for
(f) and-TE)

12

10 15
Questions on S. H.



61 A and B are ruwo rulers marked in inches. One

slides along beside the other. At the moment
the beginning (zero) of B is opposite 2 on A,
and the 3 of B is opposite 5 on A. What mathe-
matical process is being carried out by this
"calculating machine"? Explain how the machine
is used.

68. C and D are two gear wheel of free axles. C

has 4 times the diameter of D and 4 times as
many teeth as D. If C is turned around 12
revolutions, how many revolutions does D make?
Suppose there is a counter to count revolutions
of C and another counter for D. What process
can the machine carry out?

69. Suppose that all ammeters in the (part of a) circuit sketched
are exactly alike and in good order. Assume that electric currents
keep to a constant total when they divide into two or more branches
and that the total stays the same all around a circuit. (Otherwise
they wouldn't have been called "currents." ) The currents add up
like this:

Ps

TOTAL 5

But if the resistances in boxes are all equal coils of the same thin
wire, each coil in a pint of cold water, the temperature rises of
the pints, when the currents run for 5 minutes, are as shown below.
Trust that as true, and discuss.

irrelevant
resistors

Suppose ammeters had been constructed to rocasure electric currents in
amps by using such temperature rises. Would that work well? Suggest.

TOTAL 13



70. Modified. Caesar cipher

Tn the simple Caesar cipher, the encipherment is done by a fi:ced
shift in the alphabet. For example, with key . shift left 4, one
obtains the following:

plain text
cipher text

USE WRNS TP.MMA
QOA VKNJO HAIIW

This can be thrown into mathematical form (model ?) by
ing numbers mod 26 to the letters, thus:

ABCDEFHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0 1 2 3 4 5 . . . 24 25

correspond-

Operating in the arithmetic mod 26 we write the equation
this cipher as

plain key = (-Ipher

p k c

Note that solution of this equat- n yields th,i.
ment: p C k

Now, explore the possibilities of other cipher
same model and using elementary algebra. For
sider the system deteLmined by the equation

c = 3p + 5 .

for

formula for decipher-

systems built on this
example one might con-

(Note practice in both elementary arithmetic and in working mod 26
which can be given by this example: Plain Q goes to cipher B because
p 16 yields c . (3)(16) 5 48 5 . 53 = 1 .)

Problem: How do you decrypt in this

for pl getting 3p . c 5, p = 234c

(Could also do simply: We return to
tiplying original equation by number

1
Answer: is the oDlution, if there

since 27 - 1 and (3)(9) = 27, we have

Problem:

system? Idea: Solve equation
1

- 5). But what does 7.mean?

the equation and solve
chosen to simplify it,

is one, of (3)( ) . 1.
1

9. Hence
3

P = (9)( 5) =9c 45 =9c 7 .

Can we use the cipher system described by

c 6p

12

by mul-
e.g., 9.

But,



Pe,haps this looks okay. How do we decipher
1

we find a =anIng _ NO! What does this

Answer: Tbe system cannot be decrypteil r.ithout ambiguity; both C
and P (2 and 15) as plain text go into R as cipher. ONE and BAR
both go into cipher as LFD.
Relevance: functions, correspondences arithmetic rules, etc.

P 5)? Can

71. Digraph algebraic cipher

Each plain text letter corre-
sponds to an ordered pair of
numbers, as

D . (3,)4)

We operate with these pai
mod 5. If p = (x)y) and
c (u,v), then we have a
cipher defined by the pair
of equations

u x + 2y

- 3x 4y
mod

For example, plain text D . (3,)4) goes into u = 3 8 = 11 . 1
v 9 4- 16 = 25 = 0, or (1,0) = w.

Problem: How do we deCrypt this?
Answer: Solve for x and y.

72. Game_problems. [Williams J. D. The Compleat Strategyst, McGraw-Hill,
1954d

73. Ellipse application

When a rubber sheet is pulled by forces applied evenly to its
ends, the sheet stretches,with the length between those ends increas-
ing, and contracts, with the width decreasing. When the length in-
creases by 40%, the width decreases by about 10%. A circle can be

described by x
2
/ R

2
+ y

2
/R

2
. 1.

Problem: A circle is drawn on a rubber sheet unstretched with a
magic ink marker. The radius of the circle is 4 inches. The sheet,
10 inches long, is stretched to 14 inches.

a) Describe the shape that the circle now takes.

b) Write an equation for that changed shape.
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Report of the Ce_ittee on the Real Number System

W2 suggested that the following ohapte s be included in the materials
grades 7-9:

1. Number theory
2. Negative numbers
J. Rational nuMbers

Decimals
5. Radicals, etc.
6. General properties of real numbers

We suggested that a chpater on functions and graphing come after
Chapter 2, a chapter on probability after Chapter 3, and a chapter on
algebra after Chapte,

Remarks and Suggestions

It seemed to us that a good topic for the start of grade 7 would be
elementary number theory. Prerequisite: arithmetic of the non-negative
integers.

The objectives are to acquire some familiarity with the multiplica-
tive structure of the positive integers, to drill on elementary arithmetic)
to learn something about informal proof, and to acquire so.de techniques
to be useful later.

Sai1e Topics

primes and factorization (note need to introduce exponen

sieve process, proof of nonending of sequence of primes

prime-generating algorithms: factor 1 + product of primes; comput-

able; prime factors of 2 + 1, 2
2

+ 1, 2
4

1, 2 1, 2
16

+ 1 ..
8

which are all distinct proof (perhaps too hard)

divisibility tests other special divisibility problems

god and Euclid algorithm (again computable)

This area is rich in examples; see papers by Rosenbloom, Fine. Ex-
plore phenomena: residues of powers, of the Fibbonacci sequence, modular
arithmetic, etc.

To handle some of the arguments _one will have to take care in the
explicit use of "and," "or," and "not" on an informal level.



We suggest that the arithmetic of negative numbers (integers and
rationals) be introduced by means of something like the vector approach
proposed by Moredock and Sandman. This gives an excellent example of
modelling, good motivation, and lots of practice in working with calcu-
lations. It is also good preparation for the planar vectors that will
be done a little later on. Prerecuisite: Negative integers have been
assigned places on the number line.

The subject to be studied is trips on a line not on the number line
A unit of distance is chosen. Geometrically, a trip is an arrow (vector-)
whose length represents the length of the trip, and direction is either
left or right (i.e., which way the arrow points ) We add these geometri-
cally. Now we want a mathematical model for this. Az a first step, wr
use left 6 and 2-Lo_12L, 6. We use 0 for "no trip" or, better, "zero tri,

Drill on the operation of adding trips.

left 5 4- left 7 left 12

left 5 right 9 . right 4

left ' right 3 = left 2

right 5 4- left 2 = left 2 right 5

right 6 left 6 . 0

0 right 18 . right 18

Introduce the operation (function? ) "opposit- "

opp(right 5) . left 5

opp(left 4) right 4

Observe: opp(opp(an hing)) = that thing.

Formalize as a law theorem?): opp(opp V) = V

Do more on the arithmetic of vectors, i.e., associative law of addition
commutative law of addition:

opp(right 6 left 3) = opp(r t 6) opp (l ft 3)

Solve problems:

=left 3

right 7 left 2

16
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left 7 right 7 V = left 7 ± left 2 = left 9

0 V left 9

Replace vector model by use of positive and negative numbers:

left ==4 -5 , right 6 6

Drill on arithmetic problems with this context: Pupils may return to
vector form if they wish. Solve equations: -6 +A = -2 by adding r
to both sides. Solve 7 + A = -2 by adding -7 to both sides. (Lb this
with rational numbers too? decimals too? Why not?) Return tc vectors
and introduce scalars as multipliers. r'Lllibuble the vector > is

> ", etc. "One third of the vector < is <--".
Go over to the first formulation. Twice (left 4) is left 8. 2 x (left 4
= left 8. 3 x (right 11.4) = right 34.2 . Observe distributive law in
simple cases. (Tail( about scale change here? New units? ) 0 x V = O.

Refolmulate in terms of the numbers:

iR
1

Observe: 3 x = -3

Want: -1 X 3 ,,_ -3 (universal commutative law

That is: -1 x t 3) . left 3

Discover: opp (V) = (-1)V (for some V) Drill?

Geometric argument to make this look reasonable:

V

X V

V

0 x V

-1 x V

Meaning of: (-2 )x 3 7 Answer: same as 3 x -6.

Observe: -2 = (-1 ) x 2 . (-2 )x3=(-1 x 2 x 3 = (-1) X 6 6 . (Universal
associative law)

(-1) X (-5) = 7 (-1 ) x left 5 = opp(left 5) = right 5

Hence, (-1) X (-5) = 5. Again, (-1) X V = opp(V). Lots more drill on this.

17
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Deci als, terminating ana otherwise

Students should either do, or see done on a desk calculator,
divisions carried out far enough to see the periodicity of simpler rational

1
numbers. Lb we use .333-

1
- .3±,333 = ? ideas of nonperiodic, non-

terminating decimals are apt to be very fuzzy at this
with Brouwer Can't we leave them that way? Square
and calculated in approximate form. Here is a chance
more approximation. The irrationality of 1/7 can bP

level
roots
to do

(as they are
can be studied
more algorithms,

done since there is
enougn number theory available. Problem: How to add too infinite deci-
mals? Worse, how to multiply them? Can these problems be raised?

Real numb rs

Obviously, there must be some time spent on statements (or sentences
and some experience with these before one is to present a formalized
postulate system for an ordered field or for a field), e.g., the real
numbers. Recommendation: Exploit this linguistic skill in formulating
careful, precise statements about the real numbers (i.e., aim at the des-
cription of a field), and about the integers (i.e., a ring). Make no
claim about categoricity, but indicate that there will be other systems
that obey these laws too. As an exercise in proving things, show now
that the laws for fractions and the fact that (-a)(-b) = ab follow from
these formulated principles. (Is this at ninth grade level?) Also,
observe that you can prove ab = 0 implies a = 0 or b = 0 from the field
postulates, but don't seem to be able to form the ring postulates. (Use

mod 12 and mod 7 to illustrate? ) (Honor work: a , where a,b
rational, is a field.)

Idea: The order might be: linguistics and mathematical sentences,
ete., formulating of field and ring axioms, all of linear equations, word
problems, etc., then theorems about fields and rings, then quadratic equa-
tions, then finite fields, etc., then complex numbers.

Note: In the discussion of this report, there was a shart disagree-
ment on the treatment of multiplication.of negative numbers.

In the SMSG First Course in Algebra, the treatment is based on the
distributive law and the desire to have it continue to hold for negatives
as well as for positives. In the elementary school mathematical concepts
about whole numbers and rationals and operations on them are extracted
from concrete situations. On the other hand, at some stage the develop-
ment of a new number system (e.g., complex numbers) will be based on ab-
straction from a previously developed number system and not from the real
world. In the SMSO program this transition takes place in the development
of the arithmetic of negative numbers.

Some members of the conference felt that the mathematical treatment
should be accompanied, rather than followed, by various physical or geo-
metrical situations Which suggest how negatives should multiply.

It was agreed that this important point should be subjected to care-
ful classroom experimentation.



Report of the Committee on 222m2La and Measurement

ume students are somewhat acquainted with certain elementary
3elas__, of subsets of E1, E

2
and E line segments, polygons, circles

discs, spheres, cones, etc.

yopics

1. Develop intuitive ideas of certain motions built on physical motions:
translations, reflections, rotations. Any others?

2. New classes of srbsets. Convex? If so, why? Others?

3. New figures from old: a) Decomposition and composition: cutting
and slicing, tiling, cartesian products; b projection and per-
spection.

4. Relations between figures: congruency, similarity, projectivity,
perspectivity, relations under maps.

Relations and connections between algebra and geometry: coordinatiz-
ing of spaces, sets, and maps.

6. Measurement: what measured (lengths, areas, volume of certain sets,
measure of angles), fundamental properties of measuring function,
extension of measure function.

7. Axiomatics. UP in the air, except agreed that some significant
chuck should be accomplished by the end of the ninth grade. What?
When? How much?

General procedure

Physical objects and movements to drawin s to abstractions.

19
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Report of the Committee on Algebra

[Note: The original report of this committee suggested that the treatment
of algebra in the SMSG text First Course in Algebra be retained (but with
more applications to real problems), noting that Chapters 1-9 would have
been covered in the recommendations of the Committee on the Real Number
System. In the discussion of this report by the entire group, the treat-
ment of open sentences in Chapter 4 was questioned, leading to the appoint-
ment of the committee whose report appears next.

Also, the group agreed that the algebra of polynomials and rational
expressions should be postponed until after grade 9. No agreement w.s
reached on how much of this was really needed in grades 10-12.]

We recommend that the function concept be used throughout.

We recommend that the following topics be included in algebra in
grade 9, treated as in the SMSG text First Course ir Algebra:

1. Factoring and exponents.

s) A little number theory

_)
A little infoi'mal ideal theory to get ged

2. Radicals particularly square root): Approximation techniques with
relation to computing, flow charts, etc.

Graphs of functions

a) Linear

b) Lead to change of c ordinate systems by analysis of y = mx + b
under various b, m, etc.

4. Systems of equations and inequalities: linear programming

5. Change of coordinates (translations only)

6. Quadratic functions

a) "Completing _qu e"

Finding minimum

Changing coordinates

Statistics: least squares fit.

20
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Vpctors

a) By displacement arguments

) Re-emphrc'is of algebraic properties showing simila ity to 0.

Most parts of linear algebra would have to be delayed until rotations
(hence trigonometry) are available. Then matrices used in change of co-
ordinates would be natural.



the
property of
it is open.
it by those
sentences.

Report of the Conmiittee on Senten_e

situation stands now, it turns out that there is no intrinsic
a sentence by means of which one may determine whether or not
If a sentence is open, then so is any sentence derived from

permissible operations on sentences leading to equivalent

For example, in the expression

(x I x + 1 < x + 3)

the sentence "x + 1 < x + 3" is an open sentence. And the equivalent
sentence "1 < 3" is an open sentence in

1 < 3 )

Hence we cannot properly make a distinction between open" sentences
and other kinds, and -open sentence" must be symonymous with "sentence."

and

It is therefore suggested merely that the adjective "open" be dropped.

We could then consider the truth set of the sentence, say,

x ± 9 < 2x + 7

it is suggested that the notation

(x I x + 9 < 2x + 7)

be used, as the students taking this course will be familiar with set
notation.) We would agree that a particular number, say 5, is in the
truth set if when we assign the value 5-to x (language borrowed from flow
charting the statement

x + 9 < 2x + 7

becomes a true statement. Then we must consider examples such as

(x 1 1 1) and (
I 3 >7)

We do this not to pick nits, but because such situations will invariably
arise when our initial statements are always true identities) or always
false.

The upshot of all this is that we do not need to classify sentences
according to whether we can determine the truth or falsity without more
information.
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There should certainly be no objection to mentioning informally that
in certain sentences, like 1 - 2 or 1 / 2, no variable appears, so that
t=11. truth or falsity does not depend on the value assigned to this varia-
blr. In other sentences, such as x / 9, a variable does appear, and the
truth does depend on the value assigned to that variabe. Finally, there
is a sort of never-land of sentences, such as

"x = x" or "x /

in which a variable appears, but whose truth does not depend on the value
assigned the variable. Even more finally, there is the never-never-land
of sentences like

x = fx]

whic4a is universal over the set of integers but not over the set of real
numbers. We see no purpose in dragging in this laSt example.

We 1.oult9 follow the excellent procedure of FCA (SMSG 9) f, r irans-
lating from English into mathematics. But once this has been done, we
recommend suppressing the phrase "truth set of the sentence" in favor of
"solution of the equation" or "solution (or solution set) of the inequal-
ity." Still we should retuih occasionally, say once every week or two,
to the "truth set of sentence" terminology in order to remind the student
of the meaning of "solution."

The chansrs we re =mend are very slight.

Our g_oup has one recommendation concerning variables, namely that
the concept of variable in the algebra be "related" to the concept used
in flow charting.
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Report of the Committee on Functions

Functions will be introduced early in the sev nth grade and used
throughout.

B) Extrapolated game situations can be used profitably during the intro-
duction of the concept of function.

C) The Lmportant thing to be learned is the association and not the way
it is described. Avoid defining functions as sets of ordered pairs.
Use folmulas, graphs, tables, etc.

Domain should be unrestricted, but the range will normally be seto
of numbers or other mathematical objects in order to avoid artificial
situations.

E) Yunctions t be considered:

a) Look at old binary operations ' dd 4", etc.

Look at old unary operations: "oppositing," right shifts, etc.

Linear functions

Step functions

Absolute value

f) Greatest integer (to avoid leaving the impression that all
functions are neatly describable

Quadratic functions

F) Since it had been suggested that the trigonometric functions be
introduced early, the following "flow chart" may be of interest.

absolute value radicals

distance in plane

combined geometric and analytic
way Of looking at circles

29



trig functions on circle

complex numbers, rotations

second round Quadra ic functions
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!ieport of the Committee on Probability

Why?

a) Subject is important in its own right.

b) Provides an excellent medium for learning and reinforcing con-
cepts and techniques in other areas of mathematics, e.g.,
rational numbers in decimal and in fractional form, union and
intersection of sets.

Applications are interesting to students and cover a wide
range of ideas from easy to difficult.

What?

Probability

Certainty vs. uncertainty, numerical measure of uncerta4nty. Equally
likely outcomes, mutually exclusive, independent. Conditional proba-
bility. Binomial distribution.

Statistics

Mean, median of sample data; how data affect them. Some discussion
of spread. Representation of data technical discussion of inference
to occur after ninth grade

When? Start in seventh grade and continue through ninth.

How?

Students should do lots of experiments.

Much of the discussion should be int-aitive and informal.

Students should argue through from first principles, not just
memorize formulas.

d) Include significant examples of the use of probability; for il-
lustration, problems beyond the scope of the students.



RLparL of the Comm4ttee on Algorithms Flow Charts, Computing

It is propos-,d not to teach any computing or use of computers but
to confiue our activities along these lines to algorithms and flow charts.
For the nurpose of titillating him, we would tell the student that making
a flow chart is the essence of preparing a problem for a computer. We
recommend that care be taken to teach flow charting only as it is useful
in clarifying the algorithms to be taken up at these grade levels; we
should rr_Jt get side-tracked into teaching flow charting for its own :ake
We value as a by-product the knowledge of flow charts and algorithms the
student will have acquired for future use in computing.

Aims and aspirations

If we adopt an optimistic attitude, there are numerous advantages
which might accrue through introducing flow 'arting in grades 7-9. The
geometric or diagrammatic lay-out of flow charts will aid the student in
understanding algorithms, for then flow charting techniques will help the
student devise his own algorithms for solving problems. The method might
help overcome the block so many students have against starting to work on
a problem when they don't see how to do it from beginning to end. Flow
charting also provides application and reinforcement of the function concept.

Prere uisites

The arithmetic operations are of course prerequisite and also varia-
bles, at least in the sense of using letters to stand for numbers. Func-
tions are needed in some but not all flow charts, Li particular, the
greatest integer function. Some examples are contemp.Lated using number
bases other than ten.

Implementation

We suggest that some "brain busters," such as cannibal-missionary;
coin weighing, and concentration camp problems, be put at the ends of
the early chapters of the seventh grade. Later, toward the end of the
seventh grade, their solutions could be examined and given as axamples of
algorithms. Now we follow Algorithms, Computations, and Mathematics, the
material being taken up being a subset of Chapters 2 and 3 of the book.
We define an algorithm as an unambiguous plan (usually involving iteration
for carrying out a process in a finite number of steps.

Variables and LL1L2InnaL

In flow charting, a "variable" is a letter or other symbol) to
which numerical valucs ay be assigned. At any given moment each varia-
ble in the flow chart has a definite value. When we see a variable in a
formula in the flow chart, we treat the variable as a name for its present)
value.
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It simplifies matters conceptually to consider that there is associa-
ted with each variable used in the flow chart a box with a window and with
the variable engraved on the cover. When we assign a value to a variable,

we open the box, dump out the old value, and put in the new one. When we
need the value of a variable in a computation, we read the value through
the window so as to be sure not to alter the value.

Components of algorithms and flow charts

The components of the algorithms treated would be sequential steps,
branching, and iteration. The components of th,1 flow charts would be
the input box,

the assignment box,

A, 13 F

the decision box,

and the output box.

(There might be an exception of one or two introductory flow chartS of
human activities, such as a flow chart for getting up and getting dressed
in the morning or ror robbing a bank.)
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The instructions in the above assignment box mean that the value of
B [B/A] A is to be computed and this value is te be assigned to the
variable B. ([1 denotes greater integer func-6ion.)

Group activities

Early in the game the class should "trace out" some flow charts with
the window boxes actually provided and some students given in effect the
ole of part of the computer. (See ACM, end of Section 2-4.)

Individual activities

The student will be asked to trace out some flow charts thus marking
the indicated computations. Later he will Le given algorithms and asked
to construct flow charts for them.

Still later he will be given problems and asked to devise both al-
gorithms and flow charts. (Here, incidentally, he will learn that even
though a problem may have a unique solution, it will not have a unique
method of solution.)

The student should be asked to take some flow charts home and, with-
out ,xplaining what algorithms they represent, to have some member of his
family trace them out. Thus the student will learn that the instructions
in a flow chart can be executed even though the executioner doesn't know
what the flow chart represents. This suggests the possibility of machine
execution.

It may or may not be advisable to analyze some flow charts; i.e.,
he is given the flow chart and asked to discover the algorithm.

Samples of algorithms to be treated

1. Euclidean algorithm

Square root "divide and average" algorithm. Also include traditional
square root algorithm as a horrible exarrple. Discuss the difference.

Cube root by divide and average.

4. Ordinary algorithms for "long" addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division showing borrowing and carrying.

5. Least common multiple

Complete factorization
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-ayie Flow Charts

Ec

:tart

rithm 1)

13-01-1N-A

Long Addition Algorithm (1)

E-Jclidean rithm

Any more input?

drilt°



Long Additi n Algorithm (2)

N-11- AN +
B - 10
-N

1

6
N ÷ 1
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feport of the Comwittee on seasoning

Since mathematics is, essetially, the carrying out of logical reason-
ing, a primary concern in the teaching of mathematics must be the manner
in which the student learns such reasoning. Yet if there is too much em-
phasis on the logic itself, the understanding and easy thought about the
mathematical objects themselves will be hindered. Best is for the student
to be drawn into logical reasoning through its helpfulness in solving in-
triguing problems, then to starl, considering the type of reasoning he has
used. This should certainly be a serious concern in the seventh grade.
An ideal subject for this training is number theory. We shall point out
some of the ways in which this training may be carried out.

By number" we _hail mean either positive integer or integer. In
writing up an actual text, one must decide to what extent negative rumbers
will be used; perhaps they can be introduced in an intuitive manner for
the present purposes.

The seventh grade student has had much training in arithmetic. But
his understanding of divisibility is meager. The question "Is 51 the
answer to a multiplication problem?" may be new to him. If the answer
is yes, then 51 is composite; otherwise, it is prime. This now suggests
two theorems: 7 is prime; 9 is not prime. For the first proof, try 2,
3, 4, 5, 6; for the second, see that 3 3 = 9. One can now restate the
definition of prime number and see that an actual proof has been carried
out. Thus the use of quantifiers, and formation of negation, is already
made somewhat explicit, in a manner that the student feels he already
understands. This illustrates a basic point: Examining any tool, logic
in particular, should as far as possible be simply a reinforcement of
what the student feels he realizes already.

To consider divisibility, try some examples. What numbers are divisi-
ble by 2? By 4? Let us look at the pattern:

1 0 3 X 5 0 7 $ 9 42b p 13 ..

Obviously if a number is divisible by 4, it is divisibly by 2; but not
conversely. P rhaps a week later, this concept may be studied: There
are two simple interpretations. As sets of numbers, one set is a proper
subset of another. In a logical expression,

(Vx)[div4( ) d1v2(x)],

not-(Vx)[div2(x ) div4(x)].
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The second is equivalent to:

(Hx)[div,( and not-div4 ( )1

So far, any use of shorthand notation (even the use of symbols to name
numbers ) is mostly for ease in seeing pictured in a short form what you
know. At present, it must not interrupt the discovery of properties of
numbers.

Is 102 divisibly by 6? Yes; you can divide by 2 and then by 3. This
suggests: n is divisible by ab if and only if it is divisible by a and by
u. Trying this out soon shows difficulties. For what a and b does it
hold? Finally, it is apparent that they must have no common factor. A
considerable use of logic is inherent even in this statement; the student
may view this (with the teacher's help) in both the set theoretic and
logical form, though not yet with logical notation.

How do we find out if 53 is prime? By definition, we test 2, 3, ...,
52. Clearly we wish to shorten this. Why do we not need to try 49? Or
29? The class may search for the reason for this. Analyzing it carefully,
we see that T is the last number we need try. (Note that this is a real
mathematical investigation, much in the manner of research.)

Why do we need not try 4 or 6? More logic is involved here. This
could be a good time to introduce the sieve; one can actually count the
primes less than 50, considering 49 as a special case.

To return to a simpler situation, let us show that if n is even, then
2 . 2 / 2Nn even. For if n 2k then n = 2k2k ). We know that n is odd if

and only if it is not even. Now show that if n
2

is odd, then n is odd;
proof by contradiction. Carrying this through carefully enough (go through
the proof in the opposite direction) shows abasic logical method with-
out need of fancy terms like "contrapositive"). One can also find2 2
(2k) and (2k 1 thus finding a fuller picture, and relate this to
the former proofs.

Now one can show that /7 is irrational. Note first the translation
0

into better terms: There are no numbers a b such that (a/b)c- . 2.
(Time to discuss the meaning of Tniamber"

This proof shows a very basic point: During the proof we carry out
certain operations of arithmetic on numbers; yet at the end we see that
there were no such numbers. What can the meaning be? We worked with the
numbers under the premise that we were given them. Thus a statement has
meaning only in terms of previously given things.

Quotients and residues is a nice topic to take up here. If we look
at multiples of a mod 10 for instance, we put, on a Circle, dots for a,



, 3a, ... Trying this for various n
emerge. Every pattern seems to end up
the case? Why? The brighter students
plete proof; thus "proof" has its best
convincing the reader. Other students
the pictures and thus be able to use t
of a and n.

and a, we see interesting patterns
evenly distributed. Is this always
will right away want to see a com-
meaning here: complete argument

11 be sufficiently convinced by
result. We have found the gcd

At times, here and there, one will have noted how "and," "or," "if...
then...," etc., have been used; they are becoming part of the students'
working tools. Statements and truth values, in particular, are taking
on meaning.

The basic property of primes--if p divides ab, then it divides a or
b--may now appear. From it we soon have the fundamental theorem of arith-
metic. It is now fun to use exponents and write numbers in symbolid fac-
tored for :

_2
0, 1, 2) means 2 -

_1 2
5 - 7 . 4 . 5 - 49 . 980, etc.

Multiplication and division are easy; divisibility translates in a pretty
way. How about squares and square roots? Obviously we find general theo-
rems on roots.

In later grades one can take up some of these proofs again and con-
sider more carefully the logic involved. By the tenth grade the student
should be able to analyze a good proof quite completely, checking it just
as a mathematician might. Just how the purely logical study is introduced
must be left to the actual writer of the given texts.

A very basic question to be considered is how symbols are introduced.
For the best exposition, a symbol never appears without explanation; nor-
mally, one wishes to prove (Vx)..., so one takes any. x from the domain;
or one has (ax)... and so has an x given. The usual habit of "looking
at an equation" (or open sentence, etc.) to see its meaning should be un-
necessary, since it should already have been explained.

The insufficiency of chapters on logic in ordinary texts is shown
by one example:

If x / 0, then = 1.

For instance, one should deduce (?) if 2)/ 1, then x = O. Of course,

here both use of symbols and meaning of "if...then..." comes into question.



Random Additional Comments

As suggested by Rosenbloom Dilworth, etc., there should be explicit
consideration given to Folya's strategies for doing problems.

The text should include some problems which have easy solutions (once
you have seen them) and which will lead students to ask, "Why did you
think of doing that?" To which the teacher should consider giving the
answer, "1 have no idea--nor do others--as to why the first person to do
this did that."

Example:
Construct a chord through
P that will be bi-ected
by AB.

Can we teach the students and teachers to use the word "conjecture"?

There might be in the text questions for the student to ask his
teacher. There might also be problems to take home for family discussion.

Good questions to develop reasoning? Open-ended, some easy parts,
some hard, e.g., When is a pin jointed structure rigid?

How about group problems (team solution )? Which is better for auto
plates: 5 numbers, 5 letters or a mixture?

(Stolen from the British Book T, page 253) What are some ways to num-
ber the apartments in this building?
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Invent a simple game and see if they can analyze it. Take turns
coloring an edge in a specific polygonal comples; the winner is the
player who first gets a triangle colored in his color.

Number theory problems that lead to discovery of regularities, e.g.,
remainders of the Fibonacci, or numbers that are the sums of two, three,
or four squares.

Or, how many triangles can you make from sticks of lengLh 1,
How many tetrahedra? Etc.

Or Wisner's game: Take the sum of the squares of digits of numbers
and repeat.
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Miscellaneous Suggestions

In the course of various discussions, a few sugge tions for later

consideration were put forth.

Infinite Decimals

In the development of the real number system, infinite decimals will

surely be discussed. Ordinarily, however, the problem of performing the
arithmetic operations on infinite decimals is slighted. It is suggested

',hat such a discussion might be motivated, after students have learned

how to approximate square roots, by problems such as:

Compute vZ 13, and -IN to three decimal places. Multiply
the first two and compare with the third.

Slide Rules

It was suggested that the early use of slide rules and desk calcula-

tors ?) be considered, even though the basic principle cannot be explained,

as a way to develop ability to approximate and as a way to force considera-

tion of order of magnitude.

Vectors and Matrices

It was suggested that these concepts might be introduced informally
at an early stage as methods for organizing data and displaying relationships.
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Mathematics in Grades 10-12

Less time was devoted to a discussion of a mathematics program for
these grades than had been devoted to the program for grades 7-9. It
was agreed, with very little discussion, that the work on probability
started in the earlier grades should be continued in these grades. It
was agreed not to attempt to settle the question as to whether any work
on statistical inference should be included.

It was also agreed, with very little discussion, that further work
on algorithms and flow charting should be inserted at appro'briate places.

Committees were asked to recommend content for grades 10 through 12
from the areas of geometry, linear algebra, and calculus. In addition,
a committee was asked to consider the architecture of the over-all pro-
gram and the spirit in which it should be presented.
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Report of the Committee on Geometry

Prerequisite: The sort of non-formal, rich geometric experi nce mentioned
in the earlier report.

Objective: Provide some experience in systematic axiomatic deduction;
more experience in constructing and understanding proofs; give the
students a sampling of the more interesting (and useful 9 ) theorems
about triangles, circles, etc. ["sense of wonder"]; enough analytic
geometry to provide background for calculus; introduction to vectors
in form ready for linear algebra.

1. (about one-third ) flynthetic Geometry

Adapt the present SMSG axioms, making them fewer by combining; view-
point: a formulation of the basic properties (listed as incomplete
in part). (Not as much time will be needed since they will have had
more intuitive experience with geometrical ideas and more experience
in proofs.) Treat a sequence of theorems in a systematic way. No
deductive three-Oimensional synthetic geometry here.

2. (about three-fifths) Analytic Geometry

This might be formulated ao modelling the synthetic geometry with
algebra and real numbers. Do the conventional topics, including

Do a lot with graphing functions. Also some on tangents
cifSlopes," "rate of change," etc.) to non-linear curves as an in-
tuitive background for later work in calculus. (Good place for
physical examples; other examples 7) Reference: rates of change
in Book T, School Math Project. Do some right triangle trigonome-
try as needed for treatment of slopes, angles, etc.

Do some with vectors in the plane (modified Moredock andmann
Also curves in parametric form.

Three-space analytic geometry, planes surfaces: graphs of curves
(parametric form). Brief look at some geometric problems in 3-
space (sphere through four points, etc.).

Discussion of other ways to specify location of a point in plane or
space, e.g. polar coordinates, bi-angle coordinates, spherical co-
ordinates aE ronomy), etc. No work on equations in polar coordinates.-
two-seventeenths) Projective geometry or conic sections or
rigorous revisit to synthetic geometry or topology



Report of the Committee on Linear Algebra

Our roc- nendations:

Axiomatic Synthetic
Geomet.ry

Integrated Analytic Geometry
Trigonometry, Linear Algebra

jilletails of aboveL

, 1. Review coordinatization of plane with addition of coordinates in space :

2. Vectors in two and three dimensions

3. Vector sums, scalar multiplication inner products with applications

L. Trigonometry (circular functions)

5. Graphing trig functions

6. Linear transformations and matrices (with applications

7. Rotations and addition formulas for trig functions

8. Matrix multiplication (with applications, e.g., scheduling, MarkoV
processes, two-person games)

9. Complex numbers in trig folm and matrix foim

10. Polynomial functions and curve plotting

11. Theory f equations

12. ApproximLtion of roots flow charLing)

13. Conic sections (synthetic treatment also)

14. Tangents to conics, which implies tangents to polynomials must be
done first

1st semester 10th grade

2nd semester 10th grade

15. Max-min applications

16. Log and exponeotial functions

4c,
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rt of the Committee on Calculus

We agreed that a full-year course should e offered as an option and
that some int' tive material should be interwoven with geometry, linear
algebra, and probability, where appropriate, in the tenth, eleventn, Lit7:2

twelfth grades, as follows:

1. Limits, using polynomial and rational fun tions

2. Derivatives of polynomials

3 Applications to rates, tangents, optima with polynomials

4 Area of trapezoid, approximate integration

5- Definite integrals of polynomials

6. Derivatives of exponential function and sinusoids (Assume existence
and values of limits needed.)

7. Applications, using exponents and sinusoids in addition to polynomial:

For twelfth grade we suggest a full-year course as an option. Intui-
tive mainly, but some epsilonics. Treatment similar to present, but
greater use of practical problems, both for motivation and as exercises.



:Report of h- Committee on Archi eetu

We recommend that the materials in grades 7-9 be presented in se=
natural mathematical order rather than as a series of unarticulated units
in aritetic, algebra, geometry, etc.

We recommend that the tenth grade course be constructed in the same
spirit as the courses for grades 7-9. A substantial number of students
will take this fourth year of secondary school mathematics, and for many
of them it will be their last year. The choice of topics for this year
should reflect this fact and should, as far as possible, include the
topics which are most important for those students who will not continue
in mathematics. It should, however, be made as interesting as possible,
in the hopes of enticing =tudonts to continue.

We urge those who plan to implement the resort of this conference to
keep in mind the following maxims:

Maxim 1: The intuitive and the deductive should be carefully blended.

Maxim 2: Devote much thought and care to the construction of problem sets.

It has been pointed out, for example, that the problem sets in
First course in Algebra are designed, most of t'Le time, to force
students to'think about the material they have just read. Some
students 1ind this constant intellectual challenge an overwhelm-
ing iirden. Or the other hand, probleme designed en]y te delop
skills may provide a temptation to avoid th(_ught altogether. It
is difficult to strike a proper balance.

im 3: Encourage teachers to involve all of their students.

We do not know how this can be done-, but we feel that this is a
very important point.

Maxim 4: Include some significant, deep applications.

Maxim 5: Include some problems that require thought and analysis on the
part of students and teacher jointly.

Maxim 6: Do not write materials so tightly that there are no overlaps or
reminders. Build in some deliberate redundancy.

Maxim 7: Don't be pedantic. Include only as much hair-splitting as is
appropriate for the audience.

Maxim 8: Remember that the material for grades 7-9 is intended for all
students. More than one presentation will be needed.
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A presentation for average students probably will not be suitable
for the lowest quartile, and for these students modifications in
language, order of presentation, etc., must be made. Similarly,
material for average students may not be sufficient for better
students and better schools. This should be kept in mind as de-
tailed outlines are prepared.



Miscellaneous Notes

In the discussions of the --rr cedind reportS, a number of
comments were made which it was Agreed should be recorded.

In connection with Maxim 6 in the Report of the Committee on .chi-
_ cture, it was pointed out that th'a is in good agreement with a , isle
philosophy followed in the first r,nand of smrs writing. This is that n
spral approach to mathematical concepts should be used, each concert be-
ing revisited many times, each time at a deeper and broader level.

It was saggested that tnere should be occasional problems which are
understandable and on which the student can do some calculations but for
which he might never see a solution. Example: Given four points in the
plane, find another point P such that the sum of the distances from P to
each of the four points is a minimum.

It was urged that many problems be provided which contain redundant
or unnecessary information. Also, many problems should be provided which
contain insufficient information.

It was suggested that consideration be given to a much more intutive
approach to the exponential and logarithmic functions. A formal and com-
plete treatment of t_ese functions had the advantage of introducing ideas,
such as aiea under a curve, which will come up again in calculus. How-
ever, this may not be worth the effort and time required to do a careful
treatment of theso to functions at their first introduction, especlally
since there will be a second and complete treatment of them in the calcu-
lus course.

It was suggested that since the level of formality and rigor will be
different in different parts of the sequence, this fact be called to the
attention of students. They should be iliformed whenever the ground rules
are changed.

It should be noted that conflicting recommendations on the grade
placement and the quantity of foimal synthetic geometry appear in various
of the preceding reports. It was agreed not to try to reconcile these
differences at this conference. It was agreed that a substantial treat-
ment of formal synthetic geometry should appear somewhere near the middle
of the six-year sequence. In the discussion some thought was given to
the possibility of postponing this to the twelfth grade, but this was
eventually rejected. It was pointed out that a substantial number of the
leading mathematicians in this country were attracted to mathematics by
their high school geometry course. While SMSG has never tried to increase
the proportion of pure mathematicians in the population, it would not be
wise to do anything which might decrease this proportion.
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It was reported that by the end of 1966 a considerable amount of in-
formation would be available from the National Longitudinal Study of Mathe-
matical Abilities with respect to the effects of various tenth-grade geome-
try courses.

Finally, it vas recommended that the attention of each reader of this
report be called to the article "Goals for Mathematics Instruction" by
R. C. Buck, which appeared in the November, 1965, issue of the American
Mathematical Monthly.



Supplement No. 1

Topic for Inclusion in Analytic Geometry

(related to Number Theory) H. C Buck

Starting Point:

Let us find some Pythagorean triples. Sample (3,4,5) since

9 + 16 . 25. (5,12,13) since 25 144 = 169. Can we find all

such triples.

Note that since
12

(4)`
0

= ( )` , then

2 2More generally, if a + b = a , then

= 1 .

b
+ (--c = 1 .

Problem: What are rational numbers y with 2
= 1 ?

Re-stated: What are the rational points on the unft circle?

i.e., these points P = (A,B) with

A
2

+ B
2

= 1

and A and B are both rational numbers?
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We know a few of these points. Can we find all of them?

Solution: Dra,T a line L of slope r through (-1,0):

Equation

y = r(x 1

Suppose L cuts tile circle

in a second point P = (A,B)

then,

B - 0
r =A+1-A+1'

Clearly, if both coordinates A and B of P are rational numbers,

then r is a rational number. We conclude that every "rational" point

P on the circle corresponds to a rational choice of the slope r

(Query: Is the converse true? Is P a rational point if r is

rational?)

Let us precede to solve for P , the intersection of the circle

and the line L

(1 r

1

2 2x + y = 1

y = r(x 1)

x
2

+ r
2(+

1)2 = 1

2 2 . 2
2r x r 1 = 0 .

We can solve this quadratic equation either by the quadratic

formula or by factoring.
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-2r - 4 + 1) (r - 1)
+1)

)7= 4(1.4 -
0 2

1

2

I- 1)

-r2 1

r
2

+ 1

Thus the coordinates of the other point of intersection,

1 r

1 + r
2

1 +

(This answers the earlier quetion: if r is a rational number, then

the point P is always a "rational" point -- one whose coordinates are

both rational.)

We have now solved the original problem. Every rational point on
2 _

the circle x- + y = I is obtained as follows: choose a rational

number r and then set

Take r = - . Then,

2flr 2r

r2 1 + r2

m2
2 2 2 21 r n n - m_
2

1 + r m2 n2 + m21 +
n2

2r 21) 2mn

2
22 2

1 + r m n + m-1 + -7



Hence, the folwing formula gives every Pythagorean triple

(n2
, 2ran n2 111

2

where m and n are any integers.

(Cheek:

4 2 2 4 , 2 22n-m m 4m n

)# 2 4
2n-m + m

2

TABLE

n m2 2
+ n

4

1 3 8 6 10

3 12 13

4 15 8 17

2 4 12 16 20

3 4 7 24 25

5 24 10 26

2 5 21 29

3 5 16 30 34

4 5 9 41

To check the last triple,

(9)2
0

2
= 81 1600 = 1681

= (41)2

Further Problems:

Sonic circles do not have any "ra ional" points on them e.g.,

x
2

+ y
2

=
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Some circles have infinitely many -- e.g.,

Are there circles

2 2x ±y =

2 2
x y R

which have a finite (P) number of rational points on the ? How

does this situation change as R changes?

Partial Solution:

The circle

2 2
x + y 2

ha- infinitely many rational poin-us on it.

If one follow,, the seine technique, starting with a different

point on the circle, one gets the general formula

2mn n
2

- m
2

2mn. m - n
2

y
2 2m

2
4- n-

2
n

for any choice of integers m and n . For example we get rdbional
7 l7points such as (1,1) etc.13'13

The circle

2
x
2

= 3

has no rati nal points on it(.)

a
Proof: Let x = 7 , y = 7 where the a b c are integers and

the fractions are in lowest terms: then, we have

2 2
+ b

2

If we can use congruence mod 3 , then the rest is easy. First,

suppose a and b are both multiples of 3. Then say a = a ,
o

b = 3b0. Hence,
a2 b2 9(a02 b02) 3c2

and 3( 2 + bo
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S divides ni hencc 3 divides c. This was ruled out by

the assumption the fractions were in lowest terms.

Now, observe that if

and a
2
z7:71.. Since we have to have

mod 3) then a or aiEE2

c=.

a b

we may experiment with various choices, getting

a
2
+ b

2
1 + 0 1* 0

2
+ b +

a + b = 1 + 1= 2

Hence, no solution exists, and therefore no rational point exists on
2

the circle x- + y 3.

2 2
Theorem: If x y = R with R rational, and there is at least one

rational point m the circle, then there are infinitely many rational

points.

Proof: Let P
o

b
o

be a ra ional point on the r!ircle

Consider the line

y =b
o

+ y2 R .

rx -F b
o

ra

If there were a second rational point

P on the circle, then the slope r

of L is rational, We shall prove

tne nverses. Any line L with r

rational cuts the circle in a rational

point, and thus there are as many

rational points as there are such lines,

and hence infinitely many.
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Solving for the point P of i tersection e have

x
2

+ (rx + b
o

ra )2
o

R

(1 + x + 2 b
o

ra
o

+ (b
o

- ra
o

R =

Since one root of this equation must be x = a
o

be Since the equation can be written as

2r(b - ra
o

ra
2

o2 o
+ x +

2
1 + r 1 + r

2

find the other solution to be

x
(b

o
ra

2

a:
- R

1 + r
2

one factor must

0 .

The coordinates of P are then given by this choice of coupled

y b + r(x - a )
-1 o

If r is chosen as rational, then these formulas for xl and yi

yield rational numbers. (Recall that a
o

and b
o

are both rational.)

Further Problems:

Examine other curves for rational points e.g.

2 2
2x + 3y = 1

2
x- - 2y

2
= 1

etc.

What about sums of three squares that add to a square?

Example:
(2)2 (3)2 (6)2 (7)2

Solution: Look for rational points P = ,y on the sphere

x2
2 2

+ y z = 1

Solution: The most general such points are
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2km 2kn
x -

k2 - m2
2

- n z -
c_ 9

k2 + m2 + n k + m2 + n2 k m2 -1- n-

This in turn leads to solutions of the "sum of three squares" problem

(8)2 (11)2 (16)2 (21)2

(3)2 + (16)2 + (24)2 = (29)2

Footnote: There are, of course, other ways to attack these problems,

for example by means of Gaussian primes, et-_!., but the method above is

more elementary and borrows little from the theory of numbers. It also

has the advantage of being easy to visualize.
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Supplement No. 2

Vectors R. C. Buck

There are a number of different approaches used in presenting

vectors at college or pre-college level. There is a fundamental

problem connected with "free" and "bound" vectors, and their role in

geometry. The approach suggested below is one which seems quite

feasible, and which should make it easier to present this topic at an

early (10th grade - llth grade) level.

The mathematical viewpoint is that vectors, as a group, acts on

3 space (as a manifold). Since it is transitive, and since there is

a unique group element carrying a point F into a point Q , the

group multiplication corresponds to an algebraic operation on the

manifold.

The informal (intuitive) presentation goes thus: vectors are

displacements or trips. They can be thought of as specifying the

direction and length of a trip (1)4.3 miles, NE) etc. One adds displace-

ments by composing the trips.

Observation: on plane, addition is commutative: 10 miles NE 15 miles

SE ==. 15 miles SE 10 miles NE.

Same in space. (Harder to see here? How do students react to this?)



After some experience working with simple vector problems (note

that displacements act on a geometric origin-free plane, and define a

transformation of the entire plane into itself) we can move to a

coordinatized form, thus:

Look at coordinate plane (or 3 space) and define addition of

points. Then map a displacement V into the point to which it takes

the origin: i.e.,

Then observe that

and that

V -4V(0)

V(P) = P + V(0)

V10 V2(0) V1(0) + V2(0)

and that this gives (an isomorphic) a representation of the group of

vectors. Thus, we can do algebra with vectors by working with their

coordinate representations.

The difference between this approach, and that that is often taken

is that we frankly adopt the view that vectors are entities that act on

the geometric plane, and may be combined by succession. Thus, they are

functions or mappings. We never add a vector and a point. The final

representation of vectors as points enables us to combine (compose)

vectors by adding points, and compute the action of a vector V on a

point P by adding the points V(0). and P. Thus,

V(P) = V(0) + P.

The remainder of the treatment can be very classical. Two vectors

are 1 if they "act at right angles".
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In telms of their representations, this says that V1(0) -V2(0) = 0.

Scalar multiples of vectors have obvious meaning. (The double of a trip

V goes twice as far in the same direction.) The coordinate representa-

tion yields at once the corresponding formula for scalar multiplication

of points.

Connections with forces should be made early. This provides two

physical pictures for vectors -- trips and forces. Later on, students

will see others -- moments, velocities, accelerations, etc. All of

these are physical systems which have vectors as models. The illustra-

tions are easy and the connections vivid. The mathematical formulation

of an abstract vector space can wait, but the essential idea that there

is a general structure (geometric version) and that the coordinate form

is a representation (model) of it, can be put across, I believe.

Note again that this will assist in the algebraic work with

negatives. (-1)V is the reverse vector (by definition). Bu,, in the

coordinate form c(x,y,z) = (cx,cy,cz). Since the reverse of

(-1,2,-3) is (1,-2,3) we must have (-1)(-1) = 1 , (-1)(2) = 2 and

(-1)(-3) = 3. (Etc.)
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Supplement No, 3

Geometry R. C. Buck

In the treatment of synthetic geometry, I am more anxious that

there be adequate experience in problem solving than I am interested

in the axiomatics of deduction.

The subject of geometric constructions is, I believe, a good

topic fo, this. It has been argu?.d that the use c? rul-- 1

tractor axioms makes most constructions irrelevant and unnecessary.

This is certainly true for many -- altho I still feel that it is good

for a student to understand and be able to give a convincing argument

for the construction of an angle bisector. However, there are many

constructions which cannot be done simply by ruler measurements or

protractor measurement. Given three points, draw the circle thru them;

given a triangle, inscribe a circle in it; given two points and a line,

find a circle thru the points and tangent to the line. With imaginative

combinations of protractor-ruler methods, and standard arc swinging

techniques, many of these will not be too difficult for the student and

will give him rewarding geometric experiences. I strongly urge that

quite a lot of these be used as motivation for geometrical work. Note

too that one is quite close to the ihteresting general problem of con-

structivity; I do not know at the moment if I would recommend any dis-

cussion of this in depth at this level (10th grade) but perhaps a

clever writer can do something that isn't completely absurd.

More Problems:

Given a square, construct angles of 15° degrees as shown, and then

prove that triangle APB is equilateral.



Disprove the following angle trisection. (Everyone has his

favorite. Here is an easy one to dispell.)

(1) Draw arc AC

(2) Bisect at B

(3) Draw a circle,
and two more of
with centers on

center
same

at B ,
size,
andarc,

touching first.

(4) Draw lines parallel to OB
thru the second and third
circles.

(5) Draw arc a , mid pt = E

(6) Draw circle, centers at E ,
of same size as at B , and
two more. Result trisects
AOC.

Editor's Note: This is indeed correct. See "Structure of Elementary

Algebra", by Vincent Haag, especially Chapter 6, and more especially

pages 6.13 to 6.15.
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Supplement No. 4

Algebra R. C. Buck

Anyone who takes a serious look at the problem of teaching

"traditional algebra", including the solution of rational and algebraic

(radical) equations, finds himself faced by several non-trivial deci-

sions. What is a polynomial? Is 2(x 1) a monomial? What about

3(x + y)z ?

Is

Is

Is

x2 - 1

x 1

/T-7-T /T-T-T = _ 1

4 2x y z
-2 -6 x y

x yz

Most texts present a jumble in which no clear policy appears.

(This is true also in the SMSG algebra, although one feels that there

was conscious choice involved ; indeed, the brunt of my remarks may

aim more at recommending a conscious confusion than attempting a

complete clarification.)

The first problem arises when we ask if we are to deal with

polynomials as functions
)
or as "forms 11 or as "expressions.

Let us be specific by explaining exactly what we have in mind

about each of these approaches.

(a) Polynomials as functions

Here we are on familiar ground. A polynomial is any of the

functions on the set R of real numbers, defined by

P(x) a
0
+ a

1
x + amxm



where the coefficients a may be arbitrary members of R. The

collection of all polynomials forms a ring, and one learns how to

do arithmetic with polynomials, i.e., how to add and multiply them,

and how to do division (with remainder). Equality of polynomials is

equality as functions. A fundamental result is that two polynomials

P and Q of degree / which take the same values for more than n

distinct choices of input values must take the same values for all

input values, and thus be equal. One is also concerned with factor-

ability, and the factor theorem and its consequences are central; a

real linear factor x - c divides P(x) if and only if P(c) = 0.

[Here, "divides" means that there is another polynomial Q dith real

coefficients such that (x - c)Q(x) = P(x) for all x.1

(b) Polynomials as "forms"

Here, I have in mind the "correct" treatment presented in

Van der Waerden (or in W. W. Sawyer's "Concrete approach to Abstract

Algebra") in which a polynomial P is viewed as a sequence of numbers

("coefficients")

P = (a
0'

a
1,

a
2'

. )

terminating ultimately in zeros. The entries in the sequence come

from a selected field, (or ring). Addition and multiplication are

defined by the formal rules

(aolal,...) + (b0,17)12132,...) = (a0 + bolal + 11,a2 +

= (a0b0,a011+a1b0,a0b2+a1b1+a2b0,...).

By identification of the polynomial (a20,020,...) with the number a

and the abbreviation x = (0,1,0,020,...) it is then observed that

P = (a02a1la22...) = ao + alx + a2x2 + a3x3 + ...

Polynomials form a ring, and the usual exercises can be given in addition

and multiplication.



It is eventually necessary to explain the way in which a poly-

nomial P is associated with a function, so that one is able to speak

of the value P(c) for any choice of c (in the coefficient field k).

Technically, this correspondence is a homomorphism from the ring of

polyno,ials over k into the ring of functions on to k. In an

adequate treatment) one would give examples of finite fields k in

which this mapping is not an isomorphism. (For example, if

k = [integers mod 7), then P = x7 + 3x
2

- 2x and Q = 3x
2

- x are

different polynomials, which give rise to exactly the same polynomial

function.)

One will also want to discuss factorability, and the factor and

remainder theorems.

(c) LoIynomials as exp2essions

In this approach, we start by saying that "expression" shall

denote formulas built up by t'ile operation of concatenation, from the

following rules:

(i) If a and p are e,:pressions, so is lap.

(ii) x, +, - are expressions.

(iii) Any numeral is an expression.

Certain simple syntactical rules are then imposed to eliminate

such expressions as ++xx - 5x + 7 - , and the smallest resulting

class is called the class of "polynomials in x". Thr, formal associa-

tive, commutative and distributive laws are imposed, as well as

exponents for abbreviation, and two polynomials are regarded as equal

only if they can be reduced to identical expressions by application of

a "reduction process". (There are bound to be "word problem" diffi-

culties here.)

At some stage) one introduces a procedure by which an expression

can denote a function (e.g., Church), but the approach is based mainly

upon learning to work*With expressions themselves, not functions.



In dny one of these three treatments, how do we go on from here?

The crucial points arc:

A. now do we handle rationals: (I am handicapped by the fact

x
2

+ x - 2
that there is no word that is used for which does

x - I
not already indicate whether this ie to be a function, a form

or an expression.)

B. How do we handle the case of several variableE,?

C. What do we do about , .,tc?

For example, if polynomials are functions, then
x - 1

denotes a function F which is defined for all (real) numbers other

x
2

+ x 2

than 1. Noting that x
2

+ x - 2 = (x - 1)(x + 2) we observe that

F is not the same as the polynomial x + 2 but that these agree

everywhere except at 1. (We are all auare of the problems which these

distinctions already cause in an elementary calculus course, where we

are able to help by introducing other more challenging examples such
sin x ,

1
log x

as ----- x ana and discussing limits, continuity, and
x

"removable discontinuities" and extension properties for general

functions. Is this approach at all suitable for 9th grade children?)

If polynomials are expressions, then we can introduce

x
2

+ x - 2 merely by adjoining an allowed operation of 0.ivision by
x 1

the formation of "quotients", and giving arbitrary rules for their

x
x

2
+ Y - 2

use. But, we cannot allow so that a special arbitrary
- x

rule must be made that one is not allowed to form a quotient with

the zero expression -- or one equivalent to it -- in the denominator.

If polynomials are forms -- i.e., coefficient sequenc.:es --, then

one creates rational forms as the field of formal auotients of poly-

nomials. (To do this correctly, one may point out that the ring of

:polynomials is an integral domain, and then prove in the usual way

that any integral domain may b embedded in a field.)

Note that in this approach, we have

x
2

+ x - 2
- x + 2

x - 1



with no worry about the denominator. Since x - 1 is not zero (the

zero polynomial) there is no problem about forming this quotient. The

rules for adding quotients arise from the definition, and are not

arbitrary but deduced.

What about introducing more than one variable? In the third

approach there is no real problem. One merely introduces other primitive

expressions such as y,z,u,v, etc., and then the basic syntactical

rules yield such expressions as

x
2
y + uz

(3x + 5yz)(x2yz)

and, if we have also allowed quotients)

2 3xyz x+ y
--7-7 x + z
xy z

In the "correct" second approach, things either become much more

complicated, or much more sophisticated. It is possible (but very

cumbersome) to define polynomials in sereral variables as "coefficient

arrays" in the form of k dimensional infinite row-finite matrices

(multiplication is a horrible -- 0 A much preferable treatment is

to define polynomials inC th polynomials in k + 1 variables

constructed as polynomia: variable over the ring o :olynomials

in k variables. Once this is done, the extension to the field of

rational forms is immediate (modulo the fact that these rings of poly-

nomials are integral domains).

Finally, which approach will enable one to speak of x + x or

inT7Tx y ? If one has adopted the "expression" choice, can one merely

enlarge the allowed operations? If so, is there no possible definition

for 1/ other than the following? "For any expression 0 . -5 is an

expression, and 47 IT = 4) " (Which leads at once to the observation

that 1-7 I . -4) and an inconsistency.) As expressions, there is no

order relation (unless one decides to refer to any expression such as
2
yz as positive, and -xy3z

2
as negative -- where upon x

2
x yz - xy

3
z
2

is presumably neither). In particular, I do not see a way to introduce

a definition for 101 when 0 is an arbitrary expression.
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If polynomials are forms, then we have somewhat the same problem.

Presumably, /...1.7 should represent a polynomial whose square is P .

However, this will not in general exist, so that we are again faced

by an extension problem, and must create entities to solve equatio_,.

of the form

2
Q = P

Moreover, to have this agree with what we already have, we must agree

that Q
2

= x
2

- 2x + 1 has only the solutions

Q = x - 1

If, on the other hand, we have adopted the function treatment,

then we are forced to say that the equation

Q
2
= x

2
- 2x + 1

has an infinite number of solutions, one for each set S of real

numbers, namely

X - 1 X E S
Q(X) =

- X X / S

Of these, Q(x) =
2

- 2x + 1 is only one, namely Q(x) = Ix 11

and this solution isn't even a polynomial!

Here, then, are three different treatments for the elements of

algebra. I think it is clear that none is satisfactory in itself for

presenting at the high school level (or for that matter at freshman

college level!) What is a solution to this problem?

First, it must be pointed out that a practicing mathematician

operates simultaneously with all three treatments. In solving an

elementary problem dealing with rational functions, he immediately

goes over to rational forms, replacing (e.g.)

(x2 2y2)(x

x y



by (x + 2y)(x + 7) . He also handles these as expressions quite happily

at that level, feeling free to replace x + 2y by z , etc.

If he were prevented from uloving freely between these viewpoints, then

his ability to do mathematics wr'ad be severly curtailed.

How can we teach elementary algebra so that students acquire the

same facility?

The only solution I can imagine is to adopt a form of conscious

confusion, blurring certain distinctions, and trying to get across the

following viewpoints:

1. Functions are basic, and we want to be able to handle them with

as much ease as we do numbers.

2. We have to learn to interpret and work with descriptions of

functions. These are usually given in a special way, and so we

have to learn to work with the kinds of expressions that we use

to describe functions.

3. Expressions for polynomials and for rational functions are more

general things than functions, and we can learn to work with them

with as much success as we can with numbers. There is always a

way to go from an equation between algebraic expressions, to the

functions they define, and sometimes there are diffe2ences that

can arise there -- due to the fact that one has to worry more about

things like division by zero.



4. You cal th Ak of the whole syern as naving tw

algebraic expressions

To solve problems down below, you move up to the higher level

where the rules are easier to apply, but you do have to examine your

results before you come back down again.

5. There are ways to put the whole treatment of rational expressions

on a rigorous basic, but they aren't easy zzl understand on the

elementary level. All that it is necessary t) understand is that

there exists a mathematical system called ---_, field of rational

algebraic expressions, (uver any given fie:LI of numbers?) and

that this field contains xlylzletc., i called primitive

polynomials)(or variables?) and that, like any field, you can

add, multiply, divide, etc., and all the u 18.7_ laws hold. Perhaps

the fact that the basic mapping

expressions o--functions

is a homomorphism can be put across.

6. By the time this has been done, perhaps a similar treatment can

be done for radicals, etc., pointing out that this is far more

complex, and that indeed, the system doesn't really work nicely!
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Supplement No. 5

"Open Sentences" R. C. Buck

My remarks here will be closely related to those in Supplement

No. 4 on algebra. Indeed, as I see it, the parallel is very close.

We want students to be able to work with statements of a mathematical

nature. Many of these deal with relations between numbers, functions,

sets, etc., and involve descriptions of numbers, functions, sets, etc.

"The number which has the property that its double is three more than

it is." "The rational numbers that are doubled if you increase their

numerFtor and denominator each by 5." [This looks like a meaningful

problem, but has a very controversial answert.]

We have built up, over the years, a useful technique of combining

English words, letters and special symbols into a relatively unambiguous

language for talking mathematics. This language contains expressions

such as

x < 7

2
x 1 = (x - 1)(x 1)

xy = yx

The set of all u with u > .

Each of these is only meaningful in terms of an assigned context.

As part of this context, there are certain sets which are the domain of

the "free variables" x , y u , etc. (Note that > = 1 are also

variables in a sense, since these do not have context-free meaning.)

In terms of the assigned context, an expression such as x <7 can be

regarded as a function on the set (of numbers) associated with "x" and

for each selection of x assigning as value a statement such as

< 7 , 7 < 7 , 9 < 7 , etc.



Pr. Wilat is a statement?

Because we want students to be able to work with mathematical

statements, we want them to learn to work with the sort of expressions

that are used, and to understand the differences between such statements

as

and

and

x > 4 and x < 8

x > 4 and y < 8

x < 4 and x > 8

One technique that can be applied to such statements is to

construct the "solution sets". But, this is not the only thing one

does with such statements!

Furthermore, the way in which such statements arise is not always

the same. In particular, "x" may be used as a name for a rather

specific object about whose existence there is little doubt. (The

number Sally is thinking of; tne length of that stick; the distance

from here to the center of the earth), or for the name of something to

which we wish to give tentative existence. (Suppose that x is a

number that obeys 2x
2

+ 5 < x
2

+ 4x .)

The basic operation that one does with statements is infe-ence

In the context of numbers, one wants sutdents to agree that

x < 3

x
2

+ 1 < x

xy = 0

implies x < 4

implies x
2-x <-1

implies x = 0 or y = 0 .

It happens that each of these can be reudoed (via "solution sets")

to an observation that two sets are related by inclusion. But, you do

not want students to infer the implication la verifyirm the set inclusion!

(In computer language, this allows only the technique of exhaustive search.)
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The faethod of exhaustion is a valid technique (exploited, for

ex9nnle, in the "method of undetermined coefficients") but at the

c,arly stage we are dscuseing, it should not be made the goal, but

^nlir an alternative.

Thus, while one may wish to utilize "solution set" as an

expository device, it should not be made central to the treatment.
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w,xpository Articles on Applications of Mathematics

I. Articles probably at an appropriate level for students in grades 7-10.

1. Alfred, Brother U., "The Importance of Elementary Operations," M. T.,
(December, 1963), 65:614-619.

Subject matter: Operations; some simple probability
Mathematics used: Arithmetic
Summary: Since most computations require several operations, 95%

accuracy in single operations may give a score of 65% on a com-
putation examination. Both the problem and the message would
be useful to students.

2. Blass, G. A., "On the 'Clock Paradox' in Relativity Theory," A M. M
(October, 1960), 67:754-755.

Subject matter: Relativity; Lorentz transformations
Mathematics used: Simple algebra
Summary: Though the complicated aspects of relativity theory are

not touched here, this is a simple, formal way of explaining
apparent paradoxes of that theory. The Lorentz transformations
which do the work are of course taken on faith.

3. Eells, W. C., "One Hundred Eminent Mathematicians," M. T., (November,
1962), 55:582-588.

9u1,ject matter: History, ranking, probable error
Mathematics used: none
Summary: This article is interesting in its subject matter and

its discussion of a method of establishing a ranking and the errors
inherent in such procedures. The matter of assumptions made in
applications is well illustrated by comparing the assumptions of
his method with assumptions used by others in attempting to make
such listings.

4. Eves, H., "The Latest About Pi," M. T., (February, 1962), 55:129-130.

Subject matter: Computation
Mathematics used: none (The

arc tan functions.)
Summary: An excellent short

Eves does not tell us why
to so many decimal places.

of pi and e,
two formulas

piece on one
anyone would

uses of computers
given are in the form of

use of computers. Professor
want these numbers computed



5. Fischer, I., "How Far is it from Here to There?" M. T. (Iiebruary,

1965), 57:123-130.

Subject matter: indirect measure; mathematical models
Mathematics used: none
Summary: A well-written and useful article. It illustrates very

well the uses of abstract models in solving problems. It should
be useful to junior high school students, while there are enough
indications of unsolved problems to interest even a fairly ad-
vanced high school student.

6. Fogo, J. E., "Linear Indeterminant Problems," M. T., (April, 196)4-),
51:223-225.

1.

Subject matter: PE per the title
Mathematics used: Solutions of linear equations, systems of linear

equations and linear inequalities
Summary: A well-written, short article that might succeed in getting

students to actually think about the problems they are solving
instead of relying on mechanical manipulation.

Foster, C., and Rapoport, A., "The Case of the Forgetful Burglar,"
A. M. M., (February, 1958), 65:71-76.

Subject matter: A special sort of random walk in one direction
Mathematics used: Main part--ability to follow a simple proof
Summary: It is a useful demonstration that a problem can arise in

several contexts and have several interpretations. The definition-
lemma-theorem chain is also a useful, simple example of standard
mathematical procedure.

8. Gager, W. A., "Computing With Approximate Data," School Science and
Mathematics, (January, 1965), 68-83. (P. Peak, M. T., May, 1965;
58:438)

"Some of the discussion revolves al-ound exact numbers obtained by
counting indivisible units, numbers used to exr,Dress measurements as
approximations, the absence of absolute precision, maximum and rela-
tive amount of error, and the size of units."

9. Giles, R. T., "Building an Electrical Device for Use in Teaching
Logic, M. T., (March, 1962), 55:203-206.

Subject matter: Logical operations
Mathematics used: none
Summary: The circuit given is simple and would be easy to duplicate.

Sufficient detail is given. Cost of parts is estimated at $15.
nome students would find it an extremely interesting article.



10. Golomb, S. W., "Checkerboards and Polyominoes," A. M. M., (December,
195)4), 61:675-682.

Subject matter: Covering a checkerboard with various polyominoe
shapes.

Mathematics used: None
Summary: This is, of course, a "puzzle" type problem but it is an

unusually good exposition and the proofs that are given make it
mathematical rather than "merely" a puzzle. It would be inter-
esting to students from junior high school up.

11. Hamming, R. W., "Intellectual Implications of the Computer Revolution,"
A. M. M., (January, 1963), 70:4-11.

Subject matter: As per the title
Mathamatics used: none
Summary: Computers have improved in speed by at least six orders of

magnitude, with a great increase in reliability and a decrease in
cost of something more than a thousand times. This is an excep-
tionally interesting and lucid discussion of the implications of
these facts for our lives and for the applications of mathematics.
It would be an excellent article for a high school student.

12. Gramann, R. A., "A Queuing Simulation," M. T. (February, 1964),
57:66-72.

Subject matter: Queuing theory, -.2robability, random numbers
Mathematics used: Formulas for the Pousson distribution and compu-

tations are shown in tables already done
Summary: The article is an explanation in simple terms of queuing

problems. It is well written and very clear and would be inter-
esting to students from, say, the eighth grade on.

13. Hetrick, J. C., "Mathematical Models in Capital Budgeting," Harvard
Business Review, (January, 1961), 49-64. (P. Peak, M. T., January,
1962, 55:71)

"The three major factors in most cases are manufacturing, distribu-
tion, and sales. The questions and the factors are represented sym-
bolically and graphed to show lines of intersection and planes of
operation. By this method management is able to develop patterns of
operation so that they may be used as models. All factors can be
represented in the model and the composite is the aid to decisions
which must be wisely made."

14. Horton, G. W., "A Boolean Switchboard," M. T., (March, 1965), 58:
211-220.

Summary: This is another article explaining the operations of Boolean
algebra and relating them to electrical circuits. It gives a cir-
cuit diagram and some pictures of a switchboard which incorporates
the circuits for the Boolean operations.



15. Kane, R. B., "Linear Programming, an Aid to Decision Making," M. T.,
(March, 1960), 53:77-179.

Subject matter: Linear programming in two and three dimensions
Mathematics used: Linear equations and inequalities and graphing

in the plane and in space
Summary: Two good problems in linear programming accessible to

high school students.

16 Landin, N. P., "Mechanics of Orbiting," M. T., (May, 1959), 52:361-364.

Subject matter: Newton's Laws; uniformly accelerated motion, gravi-
tation, centrifugal force, potential and kinetic energy, viewing
angle (all 7ith appropriate formulas).

Mathematics used: Principally algebra; one equation requires trig-
onometry

Summary: An interesting discussion; fairly nontechnical; accessible
to any student good at algebraic and arithmetic manipulation.

ly. Levin, J., "Variable Matrix Substitution in Algebraic Cryptography,"
A. M. M. (March, 1958), 65:170-179.

Subject matter: AB per title
Mathematics used: Congruences (mod 26), matrices
Summary: The simple example given in the first part of the article

could be explained to anyone who has dealt with "clock arithmetic,"
say, to junior high school youngsters The more comulicated
methods require a great deal more mathematics, but might be ap-
propriate in a junior or senior class that bas had some linear
algebra.

18. Lichtenberg, D., and. Zweng, M., "Linear Programming Problems for
First Year Algebra," M. T., (March, 1960), 5'3:171-179.

Subject matter: Linear programming, graphing linear equations,
polygonal regions in a plane

Mathematics used: Linear equations and inequalities
Summary: A good source of simple linear programming problems. The

article could probably be used as is by students.
(See also: Abigal, S., "Fundamental Theorem of Linear Programming,"
M. T. / (January, 1961), 64:25-26. This article gives a proof of
the main linear programming theorem.)

19. Luce, R. E., "The Mathematics Used in Mathematical Psychology,"
A. M. M., (April, 196)-i.), 71:364-378.

Subject matter: As per the title
M9,thematics used: none
Summary: This would be useful to both mathematics teachers and their

students as an example of a field that has only recently begun to
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use mathematics extensively. There is an extensive bibliography
and a listing of "models" used in various fields of mathematical
psychology. He illustrates very nicely what is meant by mathe-
matical models.

20. Manheim, J., "Word Problems or Problems with Words," M. T., (April,
1961), 54:234-238.

Subject matter: Word problems
Mathematics used: none
Summary; The author makes the distinction between real word problems,

in which one must have a prior knowledge about the relationships
governing the words, and IERELIIEL word problems in which one can
find out all he needs to know simply from the structure of the
problem. The article is sound and well written and would be use-
ful either handed out to students or as a guide to a teacher.

21. Martin, E. P., "The Mathematics Market," M. T., (December, 1959),
52:616-618.

Subject matter: Mathematics that students of biology should under-
stand anu mathematics as used by professional biologists

Mathematics used: none
Summary: The second half of the article would be excellent reading

for most secondary school youngsters.

22. Merrill, C. F., "Some Reflections on Gulliver's Travels," M. T.,

(Ecembor, 1961), 54:620-625.

Summary: The author discusses Swift's satires on mathematics and
scienc,.., and gives a number of examples of his lack of sympathy
for pure mathematics and science. A long section discusses the
departure from scientific reality in the biological aspects of
Cwift's writing. (Following this article, the editor, Howard
Eves, discusses the surprising coincidence whereby Swift pre-
dicted accurately the existence of two satellites of Mars long
before their existence was verified.)

23. Mosteller, F., "Understanding the Birthday Problem," M. T., (May,

1962), 55:322-325.

Subject matter: Birthday and birth-mate problems
Mathematics used: A little probability, logarithms for computation,

manipulation of algebraic expressions of fairly complicated sorts
Summary: An excellent and lucid discussion. The discussion itself

should be interesting to students from, say, junior high on. To
follow the derivations of the actual results, advanced algebra
would be needed.



24. Ore, O., "An Excursion into Labyrinths," M. T., (May, 1959), 52:367-370.

Subject matter: Graph. theory
Mathematics used: Some simple combinatorics
Summary: A discussion of certain graph problems motivated by an

introductory discussion of mazes. Not really an application but
a pseudo application. Historical allusions make it interesting.

25. Ore, O., "Going Somewhere?" M. T., (March, 1960), 53:180-182.

Subject matter: Graphs and networks
Mathematics used: Algebra and in.equalities and sophistication about

notation
Summary: Ore states that problems concerning minimum distance or

minimum time or minimum expense can be attacked by graphs or
networks consisting of edges connecting vertices or branch points.
He then sets up a problem and explains an elegant solution to it,
but then observes that in most applications it is highly impractical.
He then discusses a second method related to his earlier article
on labyrinths.

26. Polya, G., "Heuristic Reasoning in the Theory of Numbers," A. M. M.,
(May, 1959), 66:365-384.

Subject matter: Prime numbers, twin primes, probability, methods
of heuristic reasoning

Mathematics used: Only prime numbers in the first half
Summary: This superb article could be used on (at least) two levels.

The first half, simply presenting the data from 30 million primes
and the results for prime pairs, would be a good exercise in
heuristic reasoning for students in seventh grade or beyond. The
message of the second half would be useful for almost any student.
The entire article would be accessible to a good sophomore or
junior student.

27. Polya, G., "The Minimum Fraction of the Popular Vote That Can Elect
the President of the U. S.," M. T., (March, 1961), 54:131-133.

Subject matter: Given by title
Mathematics used7 Some algebra, inequalities, and some measure

(all fairly simple)
Summary: On the basis of two assumptions it computes the minimum num-

ber of popular votes that would lead to an electoral college
majority. (It turns out that this fraction is just a little over
22%.) The article closes with a discussion of applied problems.
Very nice!
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28. Raiffa, H., "Nolmative Decioion Models," M. T., (March, 1959),
52:171-179.

SUbject matter: Matnematics models for decision making; linear
programming

Mathematics used: Arithmetic, basic probability
Summary: Interesting, non-technical, illuminating. Good motivation

on the uses of mathematics. Examples of uses given. Accessible
to aImost any interested student, say;seventh grade or later.
Nice, breezy style.

29. Rankel, P. J., "Quantification in the Social Sciences," M. T.,
(January, 1962), 55:20-33.

Subject matter: Measurement, measure theory, quantification, relations
Mathematics used: none
Summary: This is an excellent discussion of measure for students or

for teachers. The author's style is conversational and is extremely
clear. I would regard it as useful at any level, say, from a good
sixth grade student up.

30. Read, C. B., "An Obsolete Problem in Arithmetic," M. T., (May, 1959),
52:366-367.

Subject matter: Currency conversions
Mathematics used: none
Summary: This is a brief discussion of problems found in American

arithmetic books of the early nineteenth century, devoted to con-
versions between various state currencies. It would be useful
at the elementary or junior high level.

31. Read, C. B., "Can Present Day Students Work Problems of Seven or
Eight Generations Ago?" M. T., (November, 1963), 56:538-540.

Subject matter: Old problems
Mathematics used: Arithmetic
Summary: The problems are from a notebook of a student who apparently

took the problems down from dictation by a teacher. Dates given
are from 1784 to 1800. The problems would be interesting to junior
high or high school students.

32. Scheid, F., "Clock Arithmetic and Nuclear Energy," M. T., (December,
1959), 52:604-607.

Subject matter: Modular arithmetic, random numbers, simple prdba-
bility, penetration of nuclear particles, uses of computers

Mathematics used: Simple arithmetic
Summary: The author asks about the probability of a messenger getting

through a crowd in Times Square by running through. bouncing off
people, and -1.) -ceeding by such random collisions. The problem is
then restated :Ls a problem of nuclear particles penetrating a sheet



of lead. This is a simple, very well-written article of interest
to mathematics students from late elementary school on. It is
somewhat patronizing perhaps for a high school student.

33. Scheid, F., "Intuition and Fluid Mechanics," M. T., (April, 1960),
53:226-234.

Subject matter: A certain problem fluid mechanics, f/ = ma.
Mathematics used: Supposedly just arithmetic but actually some

sophistication in mathematical symbolism and notation.
Summary: The article is well written and accessible to, say, a good

algebra student. Various maneuvers in solving "applied" problems
are very nicely laid out. Both the fruitful role of intuition
and the dangers of carrying intujion too far are nicely illustrated_

34. Scheid, F., "A Tournament Poble
67:39-41.

M. FL (January, 1c30),

Subject matt-r: Arranging ridge '11c tennis contests under certain
restricti as

Mathematics Lsed: A coup]e of simple formulas
Summary: This would be a good proble say, for ninth grade or

above, to indicate how restrictions on a problem determine its
solution. One feels that the problem is of marginal value for
instruction, but an interesting puzzle problem.

35. Scheid, F., "Some Packing Problems," A. M. M., (March, 1960),
67:231-235.

Subject matter:, Placement of the pieces on a chessboard under certain
restrictions

Mathematics used: Inequalities, simple algebraic formulas, some
facility in following an argument or figuring out a pattern for
oneself

Summary: The problem on a chessboard is elementary and would be an
interesting "discovery" problem for any good secondary school
youngster. The generalization of the Problem requires more
sophistication.

36. Segall, M. H., Campbell, D. T., and Herskovits, M. J., "Cultural
Differences in the Perception of Geometric Illusions," Science,
(February 22, 1963), 769-771. (P. Peak, M. T., October, 1963, 56:)-60)

"This article is a report on a six-year study of children and adults
from Africa, the Philippines, and the people in Evanston, Illinois.
Your students will be interested in the charts showing means of primi-
tive tribes compared to others."



37. Stakes, G. D. C., "Linkages for the Trisection of an Angle and
Duplication of the Cube," Proceedings of the Edinburgh Mathematical
Society, (December, 1960), 1-4. (P. Peak, M. T., April, 1962,
55:250)

"Problems about the trisection of the angle and duplication of the
cubes are almost infinite. This is not such an aiuicie; it is one
which shows the linkage as well as how it achieves its goal. Your
student can make these simplc linkages and justify their use."

38. Thom, A,, "The Geometry of Megalithic Man," Mat., -al Gazette
5

(May, 1961), 83-92. (P. Peak, M. T., April, 7_962, :Da.773)

"As you read this extremely fascinating article, rc -leo on :at

these semicivilized peoples were attempting to del/C-1.. _ld 11_ -they
seemed intentionally to adhere to present mathemati -inc

39. Thum, W., "Buffon's Needle: Stochastic Determination ;.f. Pi, M. T._ _ 7
(November, 1965)1 58:601-607.

Subject matter: Pi, Buffon Needle problems with appro-
Mathematics used: The first prdblem and solution in1c_

probability, some approximations from graphs, some
nometry and some inequalities. The other soluticns
considerable amount of mathematics.

Summary: Anadaptation of the first solution could prrobably be used
with junior high or algebra or geometry students. To read and
understand the entire article would require a student with con-
siderable mathematical maturity.

latic= to pi

Lniple 7rigo-
requir. a

40 Van Tazel, L. T., "Notes on a 'Spider' Nomograph," M. T., (November,
1959)/ 52:557-559.

Subject matter: Lens and optics problems; parallel resistance
problem; construction of nomograph

Mathematics used: Simple algebra
Summary: The article is poorly written and confusing but does

describe an interesting technique.

41. Wilson, R. H., Jr., "The Importance of Mathematics in the Space Age,"
M. T., (May, 1964), 57:290-297.

Subject matter: Uses of elementary mathe2atics; f = ma, gravitational
attraction, air resistance, 4 p times Ap squared, formulas relevant
to torque, spin rate, etc.

Mathematics used: A nuMber of formulas are used for illustration
Summary: The article packs a good deal of information into a few

pages. It is well written and would be accessible to a good
secondary school youngster. MUch mathematics is referred to but
not very much would be required to understand the article. The
exposition is excellent and is about at the Scientific American
level.
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Articles Probably Appropriate for Students in Grades 10-12

1. Beyers, M., "Are Earth-Measured Values Valid in Space?" Science and
Mathematics Weekly, (February 20, 1963) 230-231, and (Fbruary 27, 196),
244-245, (P. Peak, M. T., October, 1963, 56:448)

Summary: "Reviewing the records we find certain 'constan'_,' yielding
different values at different times of the year or in 6''Yferent
locations. Newton and Einstein are being questioned. me say
the gravitational constants need correcting; some, the ree of
attraction of two bodies. New explanations of gravity a being
considered."

2. Bleicher, M. N., and Toth, L. F., "Circle-Packings and Circle-Coverings
on a Cylinder," The Michigan Mathematical Journal, (Decembel-, 196)4),
337-341. (P. Peak, M. T., May, 1965, 58:)437j

Summary: "The circle-packing problems have always been very inter-
esting, both for their intrinsic beauty and their applications in
fields of applied mathematics. This article deals with the prob-
lem of packing and cylinder covering."

3 Bochner, S., "The Role of Mathematics in the Rise of Mechanics,"
American Scientist, (June, 1962), 294-311. (P. Peak, M. T., March,
1963, 56:f45)

Summary: "This interesting article gives a clear and concise pic-
ture of the changes that have taken place in the relationship
which has existed between mathematics and mechanics since before
the seventeenth century. The seventeenth century was an age of
revelation; the eighteenth, an age of patriotic organization; the
nineteenth, an age of canonical legislation; while the twentieth
is an age of reformation and counter reformation."

4. Burington, R. S., "On the Nature .of Applied Mathematics," A. M. M.,
(April, 19)49), 56:221-242.

Subject matter: As per the title
Mathematics used: none
Summary: This is an excellent introduction to what is involved in

applied mathematics and would be extremely useful for both high
school teachers and their students. The summaries of the various
fields in which applied mathematics is used are very useful, par-
ticularly since specific examples are given. This material may
be dated by now and one could wish for an updated version.

5. Clifford, E. L., "An Application of the Law of Sines; How Far Must
You Lead a Bird to Shoot it on the Wing," M. T., (May, 1961),
54:346-350.
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Subject matter: As per the title
Mathematics used: Titgonometry, the law of sines, and some algebraic

manipulations
Summary: The first four pages of the article would be a suitable

exposition for a student and would shed some light on the neces-
sity for simplifying assumptions, etc.

6. Dantzig, G. B., "New Mathem9tical Methods in the Lif Sciences,"
A. M. M., (January, 19 W, (1:4-15.

Subject matter: As per 7the title
Mathematics used: Rathelr complicated equations, summations, log

function, linear equations
Summary: The first and last pages give an interesting discussL-n

of what the prospects are for applications of mathematics to
biology. The middle pages detail a model that is interesting to
scan but would be inaccessible in its details to most high school
students and most mathematics teachers.

7. Davies, H. K., "Practical Experimentation in the Teaching of Basic
Statistics," The Mathematical Gazette, (October, 1965), 271-280.
(P. Peak, M. T., May, fg-6-5, j8:437)

Summary: "Her thesis is that the student must experience some of
the frustration with his own data before he can become fascinated
with the statistics. She makes use of simple computing machines,
dice, probability tables, and group experiments. Biology studies
with animals and plants are used."

8. deBethune, A. J., "Child Spacing; the Mathematical Probabilities,"
Science, (December 27, 1963), 1629-1634. (P. Peak, M. T., May, 196)-i-,
-`7754-"T

Summary: "As is true in many studies in the field of sociology, an
assumption must be made or basic factors must be established.
After the establishment of the security factor, the author does
a very nice development of the mathematics related to it. The
simulated experiments are excellent illustrations of changing
probabilities."

9. Drenick, R. F., "Random Processes in Control and Communication,"
Science, (September 30, 1960), 865-870. (P. Peak, M. T., March,
1961, 54:137)

Summary: "What changes have taken place in the applications of mathe-
matics in the past fifteen years? Read this article for one in-
terestilig application to the 'signal space."



1C. Gale, D., _i Shapley, L. S., "College Admissions and the Stability
of Marriag," A. M. M., (January, 1962), 9-15.

Sutject ma-" A demonstration of how mathematics is applied
Mathematic_ used: None. Two theorems are proved.
Summary: The authors demonstrate without the use of am- formal

mathematical apparatus a procedure which any mathema Lcian rIl

recognize as being mathematical. This should be an :ceptionali
useful article to use with a lay audience or with st- dents at ar
secondary level, especially perhaps at the later secondary leve3
where college admission is a preoccupation. Very clear exposition.

11. Gleason, A. M., "Evolution of an Active Mathematical Theory," Science,
(July 31, 1964), 451-457. (P. Peak, M. T., February, 1965, 58:139

Summary: "The author presents an interesting problem by starting
with a Police Department sign erected in the street and extends
this through differential equations, integration, and generaliza-
tion to space and planetary motion. This interesting article
culminates in a discubsion of a very new subject, 'Differential
Topology.'"

12. Isaaks, R., "Optimal Horse Race Bets," A. M. M., (May, 1953),
60:310-315.

Subject matter: Optimal betting procedure
Mathematics used: Some calculus, limits, etc.
Summary: The derivations are clearly too complicated to be followed

by high school students. The suggestion that exact solutions
exist to such problems would be of intexest, and the fact that
such a seemingly trivial problem is related to some more serious
mathematical problems makes a useful point.

13. Johnson, S. NL, "A Tournament Problem," A. M. M., (May, 1959),
66:387-389.

Subject matter: Tournament rankings, inductive devinition, recursive
techniques

Mathematics used: Mostly skill in manipulationg notation; some
maturity

Summary: This article might well be used with advanced high school
students to show that problems that are easily stated sometimes
have rather complicated solutions and to demonstrate one such
solution.

14. Kennedy, E. S. and Hamaeanizadeh, K., "Applied Mathematics in
Eleventh Century Iran: Aba Ja' Far's Determination of the Solar
Parameters

)
" M. T ') (May, 19 65), 58:441-446.
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Summary: This is another article giving a solution to an ancient
problem in the second half of the eleventh century in Iran. It

iE said that this may be the earliest existing piece of mathe-
matical writing in the Persian language. A translation of the
solution of the problem is given along with a detailed line-by-
line commentary. Solution is given. Students may well find it
interesting to untangle the problem as solved some hundreds of
years ago.

15. Kennedy, E. S., and Haydar, S., "Two Medieval Methods for Determin-
ing the Obliquity of the Ecliptic," M. T., (April, 1962), 55:286-290.

Subject matter: Astronomy, as per the title
Mathematics used: Trigonometry of a fairly complicated sort
Summary: Interesting chiefly as an exercise in untangling an

ancient computation of a 'practical" problern.

16. Klamkin, M. S., "A Moving Boundary Filtration Problem, or the
'Cigarette Problem,'" A. M. M., (December, 1957), 64:710-715.

Subject matter: Filtration through a burning cigarette
Mathematics used: Calculus
Summary: Useful principally to indicate the range of problems studied

by mathematicians. A middle section summarizing results is acces-
sible, but the remainder of the article requires too fancy mathe-
matical tools to be followed by most high school students.

17. Lambek, J., "The Mathematics of Sentence Structure," A. M. M.
(March, 1958), 65:154-170.

Subject matter: As per the title
Mathematics used: Logical structure (logic ?)
Summary: Interesting as an indication of the variety of things which

a mathematician can concern himself with. It is obviously only
an introduction to a complicated field. One wonders what tie-in
this has with the so-called "new English" that is said to be com-
ing into prominence in high schools.

18. Langlois, W. E., "The NuMber of Possible Auctions at Bridge," A. M. M.,
(August-September, 1962), 69:634-635.

Subject matter: Combinatorial prdblems in bridge
Mathematics used: Combination and summation symbols; otherwise,

fairly simple
Summary: To a student who plays bridge this should be a very inter-

isting article. Others may be interested in the results: about

-.3 x 10
11

possible deals, 5.4 x 10
28

possible hands, and 1.3 X

10
47

possible auctions.



19. Mudzi, J. S., "Probability and the Radioactive Disintegration Process,"
M. T. (December, 1961), 54:6o6-608.

Subject matter: As per the title
Mathematics used: Some probability, much algebraic manipulation,

limits
Summary: This is a very concise exposition of the subject matter

given by the title. It would be suitable for students who have
had some elementary functions and probability.

20. Mulholland, H. T., and Smith, C. A. B., "An Inequality Arising in
Genetical Theory," A. M. M., (October, 1959), 56:673-680.

Subject matter: Evolutionary genetics, inheritance of blood type
Mathematics used: In the first half of the article, not a great

deal. In the second half a considerable amount, including par-
tial differentiation, inequalities, and complicated summations.

Summary: The first half of the article might well be adapted by a
knowledgeable teacher as an illustration of applied mathematicq.

21. Nadir, N., "Ab17-al - Wafa' on the Solar Altitude," M. T., (October,
1960, 53:46o-463.

Subject matber: Telling time from the solar altitude
Mathematics used: Trigonometry and some mathematical maturity
Summary: This is primarily of historical interest, but a good stu-

dent might well find it interesting to untangle the ancient methods
and the translation of them into modern methods.

22. Read, R. C., "Card-guessing With Information--A Problem in Probabilit;,"
A.M.M._ _

Subject matter: As per the title
Mathematics used: Probability formulas and advanced algebra
Summary: An interesting problem for students studying probability

at the junior or senior level.

23. Rosentberg, H., "Modern Applications of Exponential and Logarithmic
Functions," School Science and Mathematics, (February, 1960), 131-138.

24. Schild, A., "The Clock Paradox in the Relativity Theory," A. M. M.,
(January, 1959), 66:1-18.

Subject matter: Relativity theory, Minkowski geometry, various
transformations, Lorentz transformations

Mathematics used: Some calculus. There is a discussion of several
kinds of geometry.

Summary: Although a nice exposition that is easy to follow, the
mathematical development is probably beyond most high school stu-
dents. An excellent junior or senior might well read the article
with prcfit.
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25. Seimens, E. F., "The Mathematics of the Honeycomb," M. T., (April,
1965), 58:334-337.

Subject matter: As per the title
Mathematics used: Geometry, some algebra and graphing. The use of

calculus and trigonometry for a precise solution is indicated,
but is not gone into in detail.

Summary: A very interesting little article, usable at tenth grale
and beyond. The footnotes are extensive enough to guide an inter-
ested student to a complete analysis of the problem.

26. Stoneham, R. G., "A Study of 60,000 Digits of the Transcendental 'e,'"
A. M. M., (May, 1965), 72:483-500.

Subject matter: As per the title
Mathematics used: Quite a lot of the mathematics of statistics plus

a number of tables and graphs
Summary: Few high school students could follow the derivations that

are given, but the discussion of the problem itself, the reasons
for interest in it, and the methods used in studying it would be
of interest. It is interesting to note that the different digits
do not appear to have the same form of distribution, though with
the possible exception of 6, the frequency of appearance is the
same.

27. Stober, D. W.. "Projectiles," M. T., (May, 19e4), 57:317-322.

Subject matter: The path of projectiles
Mathematics used: Vectors, trigonometry, considerable algebraic

manipulation, some maturity in following algebraic derivations
Summary: The mathematical discussion could t followed only by a

student who had completed a substantial unit in trigonometry. A
very simple projectile throwing and sighting device is described
that could be used at several levels.

28. Stretton, W. C., "The Velocity of Escape," M. T., (October, 1963),
56:400-4o2.

Subject matter: Escape velocity for artificial satellites; formulas
for work, attraction of gravity, and kinetic energy

Mathematics used: Calculus at a fairly simple level, considerable
manipulation of formulas

Summary: This is a good enough exposition of an interesting, current
problem. The mathematics used are fairly advanced, but a good
junior or senior could follow it.

29. Teller, E., "The Geometry of Space and Time," M. T., (November,
1961), 54:505-514.
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Subject matter: Theory of relativity
Mathematics used: Analytic geometry, algebra, some sophistication

in dealing with formulas and manipulation of them.
Summary: Since this is an unedited talk, it is not suitable as it

stands as an exposition for students. It does discuss concepts
of relativity in a fairly clear and useful way.

30. Thompson, R. A., "Using High School Algebra and Geometry in Doppler
Satellite Tracking," M. T., (April, 1965), 58:290-295.

Subject matter: Doppler effect, rate of change, velocity, range
Mathematics used: Some simple calculus; mainly analysis of graphs

via algebra and geometry
Summary: Too much is covered in too short an article. The consider-

able information that can be obtained by graphical methods is in-
dicated, but for the most part the article is too sketchy and would
require supplementing.

31. Toth, L. F., "What the Bees Know and What They Do Not Know." Bulletin
of the American Mathematical Society, (July, 1964), 468-481. (P7Tic,
M. T., May, 1975, 58:440)

Summary: "...The author proceeds to show us where the bees do well
and where they do not...The rhombic dodecahedron gives the best
ratio of volume to surface while also acting as space fillers, but
there is a better one, namely, the truncated octahedron. Now if
the bees would stop at an optimal height as they build from bot-
tom to top they then would have a better system, that is, the bi-
sected rhombic dodecahedron...The author extends this to other
illustrations with drawings and mathematical relations."

32. Walkup, D. W., "Covering a Rectangle with T-Tetrominoes," A. M. M.,
(November, 1965), 72:986-988.

Summary: As with similar articles, this deals with covering a grid
with certain tetrominoes. Only elementary mathematics is used.

33. Bleicher, M. N., and Toth L. F., "Two-Dimensional Honeycombs,"
A. M. M (November, 1965), 72:969-773.

Subject matter: Isoperimetric problems; a specialization of the
honeycomb problem

Mathematics used: Mostly geometry; one minimum is found via a
derivative.

Summary: An isoperimetric prdblem is defined, and an analogous two-
dimensional problem is dealt with by defining a "comb" in a cer-
tain way, then by way of fairly simple geometric arguments pro-
ducing a number of diagrams and proving two theorems. The article
would be usable with, or prior to, the several more elaborate
expositions on the honeycomb. Except for the one derivative, the
mathematics could be handled by a good geometry student.



III. General or Unclassified Articles with Respect to Mathematical
Models or Applications

Note: 1) Most of the articles in this list are expository and express
a certain general point of view. In most cases the title describes
the contents and little mathematical apparatus is used. Hence the
"Subject matter" and "Mathematics used" categories used in previous
lists have been dropped. 2. The articles in all three lists were
gleaned mainly from The Mathematics Teacher or The American Mathe-
matical Monthly of the past decade. Other sources could be used to
extend the lists.

1. Baum, John D., "A Second Report on the Teaching of Mechanics in
Schools" (a report prepared for the Mathematical Association, London,
1965), A. M. M., (January,.19 66), 73:78.

Summary: "Besides detailed course descriptions and a brief history
of mechanics up to the time of Newton, the report presents a
philosophy of teaching of mechanics in school. The philosophy
is best ';tated in the words of the report: 'We have no hesita-
tion in (=mending mechanics as a part of a secondary school
mathematics course, whatever the age or grade of the pupils and
whether they be in the early years in a secondary modern school
or preparing for university entrance. It is a subject which,
more than most, can give reality to mathematics by showimg how
it may be applied. In the hands of a skilled teacher it can be
used to stimulate pupils to face and overcome the mathematical
difficulties that present themselves.'"

2. Allendoerfer, C. B., "The Narrow Mathematician," A. M. M., (June-
July, 1962), 69:461-469.

Summary: In speaking of applications he says, "Insofar as possible
the reform movement has tried to replace applications of this
kind i.e., unrealistic and obsolete with realistic applications
to matters of current importance. This is perhaps the most dif-
ficult aspect of our problem and much more work needs to be done.
Let us be as imaginative about these matters as we have been about
other areas of the movement." He takes a pot shot at critics of
the Morris Kline variety and speaks in closing of "new customers
of mathematics" and what can be done for them. This will be use-
ful for teachers. His description and diagram of how a mature
mathematical theory is structured and its origins as well as his
comments on how new mathematical theories develop could be use-
fully adapted for use with high school students, but the same
ground is covered better elsewhere.

3. Bell, G., and Sons, Ltd., "Alpplications of Elementary Mathematics"
(a compendium prepared for the Mathematical Association, London),
1964.
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Summary: This is a 38-page pamphlet with brief and specific sugges-
tions with respect to problems for algebra, geometry, and trigonome-
try. The range of topics and difficulty is pretty wide, as is the
range of originality and appeal of the problems. The table of
contents lists twenty-six problem categories; some have several
problems included.

4. Beberman, Max, "Statement of the Problem, Proceedings of the UICSM
Conference on the Role of Applications in a Secondary School Mathe-
matics Curriculum, Feb. 14-19, 1963, Urbana, Illinois; 11.

Summary: Beberman undertakes to list arguments which show that you
can't teach applications in junior and senior high schools! 1)

Students have so little background in science. 2) Most Mathematics
teachers are not acquainted with applications. 3) Applications
require elaborate equipment. 4) Young students, by and large, are
not interested in the applications of the subject. 5) Significant
applications may require more than one lesson to teach. 6) If

you want to do it right, it may require a cluster of mathematical
skills, only some of which the students may possess at the time
the application is presented. 7) Applications tend to give stu-
dents the idea that mathematics has no right to its own existence.

5. Buchalter, V. E., "The Logic of Nonsense," M. T., (May, 1962), 55:

330-333.

Summary: The discussion here revolves around the tales of Lewis
Carroll. The examples from several of the Alice books are delight-
ful, but the explanations of the logic and deliberate misuses of
logic are less than adequate.

6. Davis, Philip J., "The Criterion Makers; Mathematics and Social
Policy," American Scientist, (September, 1962), 258A-274A. (P. Peak,
M. T., (January, 1963), 56:7.

Summary: The social scientists and the economists are no longer
frightened of mathematics. They use it for determining proper
job placement, marriage partners, college placements, flow of
automotile traffic, small-town development and the best food for
the least money. The mathematician revels in abstractions and
generalizations; he changes hypotheses and looks for patterns of
operation. Therefore, he is prepared to carry out the mathematical
analysis, but the criterion is extramathematical.

7. Fehr, H., "The Role of Physics in the Teaching of Mathematics," M. T.,
(October, 19-5), 56:394-399.

Summary: Reference is made to unpublished thesis (Douglas B. William-
son, "The Mathematics Essential to the Learning of Engineering
Physics," unpublished D. Ed. report, TCCU, 1956). This study
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listed more than fifteen thousand instances in which mathematical
concepts or processes from secondary school level mathematics
were needed in the study of one text book. Fehr suggests that
among these fifteen thousand instances there are surely a large
supply of illustrations that could be used in the teaching of
mathematics itself. He discusses specific ways in which physics
can aid learning of mathematics via measurement, mathematical
models, vectors, etc.

B. Fry, T. C., "Mathematics as a Profession Today in Industry," A. M. M.,
(February, 1956), 63:71-80.

Summary: In 1940 Fry arrived at the figure of only 150 mathematicians
in industry and government combined. In 1955 in a conference on
the training ef applied mathematics, the need was estimated to bp
around 1,500. "The indispensable function of the mathematician
is formulating problems, not solving them. This is even true of
the mathematician who specializes in computation... As scientists
from all parts of our organization bring problems to him for cal-
culation, the first discussion al._ -)st invariably concerns the
origin of the problem and its formulation; and it is not unusual
for the scientist to go away convinced that he had brought a dif-
ferent problem than he had intended." Not many new ideas but use-
ful to a student or a novice.

9. Gafney, L., "Gaspard Monge and Descriptive Geometry," M. T., (April,
1965), 58:338-344.

Summary: An historical article that has several interesting diagrams
including the comparison of some of the diagrams on Monge's book
with a painting by Durer. An extensive bibliography gives the
basis for a further study of the subject. While not on applica-
tions as such, this is of interest for its linking of geometry to
art and engineering.

10. Greenspan, H. T., "Applied Mathematics as a Science," A. M. M.,
(November, 1961), 68:872-880

Summary: A general introduction is followed by discussion of speci-
fic examples. First is a discussion of boundary layer theory.
He mentions in passing plasma dynamics, gas dynamics, electro-
magnetic theory, astrophysics, materiology, oceanography, infor-
mation theory, economics. He treats in somewhat more detail a
problem of analyzing ocean waves stirred up by hurricanes and a
problem in automobile traffic flow. No example is described in
very much detail. A useful article for a teacher to get some
idea as to what is mearn; by applied mathematics and what is going
on in applied mathematics. Marginally useful for students, say,
at the middle secondary level.
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11. Gulliksen, Harold, "Mathematical Solutions for Psychologic::_ Problems,"
American Scientist, (June, 1959), 47:178-201.

Summary: In addition to several examples of the applications of
matrix theory to psychological scaling, the author provides a
good list of references and offers an additional list of one
hundred articles on request. His address is Department of Psychol-
ogy, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey.

12. Hart, R. W., and Wood, W. H., "Ratings of College Nathematics Courses
by Applied Mathematicians," A. M. M., (June-July, 1959), 66:510-512.

Summary: This reports the results of a questionnaire sent to large
concerns that hire mathematicians asking them to rate various
college mathematics courses according to their desirability for
their prospective employees. Tables list those courses that were
rated as "most desirable" by more than 40 per cent of the mathe-
maticians and the courses that were marked as "not needed" by more
than 30 per cent of the mathematicians.

13. Jones, P. S., "Mathematical Demonstrations and Exhibits" in Multi-
Lana/a Aids in the Teaching of Mathematics, Eighteenth Yearbook of
the NCTM, Columbia University, 14777c7T177-1745, 88-103.

Summary: There are a number of interesting items in this article
that could be adapted to illustrate applications, especially in
the "Suggested Topics for Exhibits," p. 97-99. Of particular
interest is a long bibliography that includes a number of pre-
1942 articles containing applications and models.

14. Lyda, Wesley J., and Church, Ruby S., "Direct, Practical Arithmetical
Experiences and Success in Solving Realistic Verbal 'Reasoning'
Problems in Arithmetic," Journal of Educational Research, (July-
August, 1964), 530-533. (P77-Ja, M. T., January, 1965, 58:31)

Summary: "You will be interested to note that the above-average
ability group can do problems where they have had no experience
better than the below-average group; that direct experience is a
valuable factor in problem-solving success of below-average stu-
dents; that the experiences of the below-average group and the
above-average group were different in both kind and amount; and
that in some instances students had had no experiences relating
to mathematical reasoning. This study was based on 115 pupils
in Firt Valley, Georgia."

15. "Mathematics in Education and Industry," Supplement to the Mathematical
Gazette, (December, 1963), 362:17. (Baum, J. D., A. M. M., November,

19.Z, 72:1018-19)
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Summary: "This is a report of the experience of two teachers of
mathematics who spent some time in industry (with British Petro-
leum) and of the conclusions they drew from that experimce. The
following are pointed out as being significant needs of ipeople
who must use mathematics in industry: knowledge of basic mathe-
matics and the skill to apply these 1-)asic concepts in problems
from a variety of sources; knowledge of what a computer can do,
not how it does it; a knowledge of statistics, a knowledge of
numerical methods; the ability to set up differential equations.
An interesting point is made that the approach to abstract con-
cepts is best made via the recognition of the concept as a common
pattern in a variety of real situations."

16. Mosteller, F., "Contributions of Secondary School Mathematics to
Social Science," Proceedings of the UICSM Conference on the Role of
Applications in a Secondary School Mathematics Curriculum, F-T,.
19, 1963, Urbana, Illinois; 1964, 85-109.

Summary: This is an excellent and comprehensive i_Lscussion with
many nice examples given. He closs with thEr 2ecommendations:
"(1) Courses in probability and statistics; (i-) Make avaficble to
guidance teachers more infor-iation about new of mathe-olatcs,
not only in the social sciences but also in gy, medical
research, and other lines of work; (=;) Writini ioup be constructed
to assemble a substantial body of problems aic._ Triate to Flathe-
matics in the secondary schools; (4) Study tY. :urriculum of sec-
ondary school mathematics just from the point _f view of training
for computation; (5) Pamphlets uf the order o 5 to 100 pages on
such topics as the inventory problem, elementary queuing theory
and its applications, and the use of convexity in applied mathe-
matics, say, economics; (6) Laboratory work is a neglected source
of motivation; (7) There are many topics on which five-minute or
ten-minute films would be a blessing and Which I believe teachers
would be delighted to use if they were available."

17. Northhover, F. H., "University Training in Applied Mathematics,"
Canadian Mathematical Bulletin, (July, 1964), 463-466. (P. Peak,
M. T., May, 1965, 58:439)

Summary: "The author believes we have not met the need. The applied
mathematician needs rigor but not complete generality. Today's
courses offer only the latter, leaving no time for the student
directed toward applied mathematics to learn the techniques of
successful applications. The program today omits essential areas
of study, such as methods of approximation, special functions,
equations solved by special methods, and the opportunities to
develop judgment and insights into applying methods to particular
situations."

18. Rees, Mina, "Mathematicians in the Market Place, A. M. M., (May, 1958),
65:332-343.
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Summary: This is a report on the Survey of Research Potential and
Trainin in the Mathematical Sciences TUniversity of Chicago,
1957 . It shows that between seven and eight thousand men and
women are thought of by their employers in nonacademic work as
mathematicians, and nearly nine hundred Ph.D.'s are functioning
as mathematicians though at most seven hundred of these had their
original training in mathematics. She quotes from Oxford Mathe-
matical Conference (abbreviated proceedings), London, 1957.
Only a handful of school teachers have ever used mathematics in

practice... Solving equations is a minor technical matter com-
pared with this fascinating and sophisticated craft of model-
building, which calls for both clear, keen 2ommon sense and the
highest qualities of artistic and creative imagination." She
discusses what is expected of the Ph.D. mathematician in industry.
She discusses some of the specific mathematical training needed
for work in industry, and she suggests an internshfp arrangement
to familiarize students with the industrial applications. Much
of the article is now dated, but there is useful information in
it. Her proposals seem pretty sound.

19. Rosentberg, H., "Modern Applications of Exponential and Logarithmic
Ftnctions," School Science and Mathematics, February, 1960, 131-138.

Schaaf, W. L., "Art and Mathematics: A Brief Guide to Soll:e
Materials , A. M. ," A M M (March, 1951), 58:167-177.

Summary: This is an extensive bibliography under the,following cate-
gories: (1) General; (2) Ornament and Design; (3) Geometric
Patterns; Repeating Designs; (4) Perspective; Painting; Geometric
Drawing; (5) Architecture; (6) Dynanic Symmetry; (7) The Golden
Section. The articles come from a number of sources including
journals and books that one would not ordinarily think of as
sources of mathematical material. Some of the titles have brief
summaries. References go back to as early as 1842 and include
some articles in French and German. The majority are pre-1940.

21. Stein, Sherman K., "The Mathematician as an Explorer," Scientific
American, (May, 1961), 149-158. (P. Peak, M. T., January, 1962,
55:51)

Summary: "This article gives us a different perspective. It gives
that interplay between accumulated knowledge and the motivating
forces of curiosity; it shows the relation of tastes with the
needs of the times. This article is an excellent illustration
of how the pure mathematics of one age becomes the applied mathe-
matics of the next, how what to one age is useless but to another
becomes vital."
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22. Stone, Marshall, "The Revolution in Mathematics, A. M. M., (October,1961), 68:715-734.

Summary: This articLe has been much quoted and is very long. Afew scattered quotations may ser-ve to in.licate its content. "WI-L.leseveral important changes have taken place since 1900 in our con-ception of mathematics or in ouc points f view concrnim-; it,the one which truly involves a revolution in ideas is the discov-ery that mathematics is entirely independent of the physicalworld... It may sem to be a stark paradox that, just whenmathematics has been brought close to the ultimate abstractness,its applications have begun to multiply a_:71d prolifer:Ate in anextraordinary fashlon... 'far from being -aradoxical, howevthis conjunction a: two apyarently oppos_te trends fri the dvelop-ment of mathematic may rightly be viewed as the sign to an ez:.sen-tial truth about rrthematics itself. Fell- it is only to the extentthat mathematics iz freed from the bonds which have attached t.tin the past to par icular aspects of reality that it can becomethe extremely flex_ble and powerful inst-z-ament we need to breakpaths into areas c beyond our Stone closes by sumal,ar-izing development 7. matnemati_al anal-sis, computation, logic,probability, and atistics, all in bea:-:ifully concise fashion.He talks at some ngth abot the proble7is of mathematics edl:cationat the college la _1. All in all, it's a beautiful article thtshould be read by -most teachers, I think, and by students ofmathematics including school students. Reprints are availablefrom the Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences, MillsBuilding, 17 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.

23. The Teaching of Mathematics to Physicists, The Institute of Physicsand Physical Society, London, 1960, excerpts reported in MathematicalEducation Notes, A. M. M., (October, 1961), 58:798-801.

Summary: There are some useful observations in this paper. In-cluded is a picturesque quotation from a Professor Synge: "Theuse of applied mathematics in its relation to a physical probleminvolves three stages: (1) a dive from the world of reality intothe world of mathematics; (2) a swim in the world of mathematics;(3) a climb from the world of mathematics back into the world ofreality, carrying a prediction in our teeth." They draw a dis-tinction between rigor, which must be maintained, and generality,which may often be sacrificed (for the physicist). They observethat for the physicist the distinction often drawn between thepure ana applied mathematics becomes meaningless and may be mis-leading. They complain that applied mathematics in British uni-versities often deals with problems that are not important orphysically realizable but require ingenuity and have surprisingsolutions.



24 Tukey, J. W., "Mathematical Consultants, Computational Mathematics,
and Mathematical Engineering," A. M. M., (October, 1955), 62:565-5-71.

Summary: Writiag ten years ago, the author predicts the emergence
of two sol-ti mathematical specialists: 1, the oonsultant to
industry and government, trained along the sane llies as the re-
search matheratician, 2) "mathematical engineerinET (which he
regards as mcre appropriate than "applied mathematics" as a titi
He summarizes his point of view as follows: "If -1:1e moral drawn
above is correct, then mathematics department shc Id, in the
writer's judgment, act as follows: 1) they shoul_ prepare to
cooperate in the setting up of training for comrt ation engineer
under engine2ring auspices, and 2) they should pr pare to teach
the necessary mathematics including the mathematis of computati
in the mathematics department."

25. Tukey, J. W., "The Teaching of Concrete Mathematics,' A. M. M.,
(January, 1958), 65:1-9.

Summary: Although this article is directed at colleEe teachers, 7
comments on computational methods, teaching a method of and the
mathematics of computation, teaching intelligent use of tables,
and the comments on "approximation" and "formulation" are cer-
tainly relevant to the teaching of applications in schools. His
summary includes the following suggestions: 1) the teaching of
any form of computation should be directed (in relatively ele-
mentary or general courses) toward the occasional computer rather
than the steady computer; 2) this requires emphasis on simple,
easy-to-learn-or-relearn methods; 3) a reduction in the labor of
computation is the only visible way of finding the time and ef-
fort to make the study of computation more rewarding; (4) there is
much to be done in connection with the development of applied
mathematics of formulation and approximation.

26. Wigner, Eugene P., "The Unreasonable Effectiveness of Mathematics
in the Natural Sciences," Communications on Pure and Applied Mathe-
matics, (February, 1960), 13:1-4.

Summary: This article is difficult to summarize, but I recommend
it highly. Some random quotations follow: "...The first point
is that mathematical concepts turn up in entirely unexpected con-
nections. Moreover, they often permit an unexpectedly close and
accurate description of the phenomena in these connections...
What is Mathematics?... I would say that mathematics is the sci-
ence of skillful operations with concepts and rules invented just
for this purpose... Furthermore, whereas it is unquestionably
true that the concepts of elementary mathematics and particularly
elementary geometry were formulated to describe entities which
are directly suggested by the actual world, the same does not



seem to be true :f the more advanced concepts, in particular the
concepts which 1-1_ay such an important role in physics... What is
Physics? The p7rf-sicist is interested in discovering the laws of
inanimate nature-. The world around us is of baffling complexity
and the most 117 a, facT, about it is that we cannot predict the
Alture. It ...2hroeiinger has remarked, a miracle that in
:spite of the b. f7_1ng cor=lexity of the world, certain regularities
in the eve:::-;s. 27u_d be discovered... The Role of Mathematics in
Physical Theories...," etc.

27. ZaEsenhaus, Hans, "The Concept of Depth in Teacher Training," M. A. A.,
(January, 1965), -0:35-88.

Summary: The a__Thcr talks mainly about the problem of retraining
teachers in a2r7Lemic year Institutes and other programs. "my only
criticism of t_e existing program of developing master teachers of
mathematics in the objection that it does not include the ap-
plications t, :lience in any way that is really meaningful. Be-
cause of a lack of understanding by my audience I have no chance
to illustrate and indeed deepen the understanding of the concepts
of vector, orientation, tensor, principal axis theory, centroid,
even limit, in the way traditional in Europe... Suggest that
A. Y. I. program for mathematics be extended by a second year in
which the applications of mathematics are emphasized."


